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LIFO UPDATE 

If you had called me personally to ask "What's 
happening lately with LIFO that I need to know 
about?" ... Here's what I'd say: 

#1. COMPONENTS-Of-COST: GODZILLA IS 
BAkK. A glance at the Table of Contents will tell 

you what this issue of the Lookout is all about 
Components-ot-cost LIFO methods used by manu
facturers for over 60 years are back in the spotlight. 
And still there is no certainty over whether or not they 
are legal. 

In this issue we're attempting to present some 
balance, insight and practical advice on the C-D-C 
conundrum that the AICPA, the ABA and assorted 
other individuals and organizations have been strug
gling with for over half a century. 

Just like the use of sampling and replacement 
costs, the C-O-C issue has been around since day 
one and lawyers and accountants toiling for decades 
just can't convince the IRS how wrong it is in tilting at 
these windmills. So what else is new? 

It's sad to contrast the academic efforts IRS 
lawyers today are putting into discussions over the 
technical definitions of words like goods and mer
chandise ... with the practical understandings 
achieved by advisory committees that worked with 
the IRS some 50 years ago to help it gain a better 
understanding of just what the hell it was trying to audit. 

As younger IRS attorneys become better trained 
in focusing on narrow legal precedents by looking in 
their dictionaries ... they're getting farther away from 
applying common sense and regard for real world, 
decade-long accepted, practices. Interpretation of 
"the law" for its own sake has become paramount. 

The dollars at stake over whether manufacturers 
can use components-of-cost methods with their LIFO 
calculations are even bigger than those involved in 
the controversy over whether dealers can use re
placement cost for valuing parts inventories. But, 
there are similarities: Both involve long-standing, 
widely-used practices which the IRS has tacitly ac
cepted for decades. 
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If a real test case involving C-D-C ever goes to 
court and the taxpayer loses, the shock waves will be 
enormous. But if the Service is going to rock the boat 
over replacement cost, why shouldn't it also rock the 
boat for C-D-C users? 

Thirteen years ago I suggested and wrote about 
a LIFO USER SURTAX as a means of compromising 
the impossible-to-fathom problems with some of the 
ideas now being kicked around as ways to soften the 
blows for C-O-C users. I still think it was/is a good 
idea and a more practical alternative to the status 
quo ... and everybody wins. 

Some components-of-cost arguments may re
ceive attention in the near future when the Tax 
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LIFO Update (Continued from page 1) 

Court's decision in Consolidated Manufacturing, Inc. #3. THE AICPA TRIES AGAIN. At this time, the 
is heard on appeal by the District Court in Denver. AICPA's Tax Accounting Technical Resource Panel 
This case involved a core remanufacturer whose has formed a Task Force which hopes to provide 
LIFO election was disallowed by the Tax Court input with respect to the portion of the Treasury's 
because it had excluded certain inventory (used Year 2000 Business Plan that deals with compo-
cores, used engines and other used parts) from its nents-of-cost inventory methods. Good Luck. 
LIFO election. 

As we reported in the last issue, Consolidated 
Manufacturing recently filed its appeal to the Tax 
Court's decision. Coincidentally, or ironically, its 
appeal was also filed to the 1 O,h Circuit, and it seeks 
to overrule the decision which was made by the 
same judge who decided the Mountain State Ford 
(replacement cost) case. 

The Appellate briefs filed by the taxpayer and by 
the IRS/Department of Justice make for some very 
interesting reading. Consolidated Manufacturing, Inc. 
is a key case to watch now, not only because of the 
significant issues it presents in terms of CMl's own 
fact pattern, but also because of its implications for all 
other manufacturers using components-of-cost meth
ods and for all other taxpayers using replacement 
cost to value parts inventories. The C-O-C discus
sions in the briefs are so important that we have 
devoted a separate article to them. 

But let's make one thing clear: the use of a 
components-of-cost LIFO method is not currently on 
trial in the Tax Court or anywhere else. 

Another thing to keep in mind is that the Appeals 
Court, for whatever reason, may find a way to side
step the C-O-C issues and Consolidated's Appeal 
may provide no answers at all to any of the C-O-C 
questions. It could go either way. 

In any event, you may want to fasten your 
seatbelt before you review the Practice Guide C-O-C 
Exposure Checklist coming in the next Lookout: it 
could leave you with a queasy feeling. 

#2. IRS PROHIBITS ANOTHER MANUFAC
TURER'S USE OF THE COMPONENTS-OF
COST METHOD. In Field Service Advice 

200010009, the IRS recently expressed its opposi-
tion to the use of a components-of-cost method 
which it said did not clearly reflect income. Why? 
.. .Because the taxpayer's calculations did not take 
into account efficiency gains in labor and in overhead 
that it had experienced. 

Many manufacturers use a variety of compo
nents-of-cost methods in their LIFO calculations. So 
this recent IRS pronouncement heightens tensions 
between the IRS--<.m one hand-and a large number 
of manufacturers, and the tax committees of the 
AICPA and the ABA-on the other. For more on the 
specifics of this FSA, see page 26. 

The Task Force will try to meet with the T reasury
IRS and provide some alternatives to the not so 
pleasant prospect of the loss of LIFO elections by 
countless manufacturers using a multiplicity of C-O-C 
methods. We're talking serious, big-time dollars here 
'" not the comparatively smaller amounts in the 
replacement cost squabble. 

#4. "INADEQUATE BOOKS AND RECORDS." The 
requirement in Section 6001 that taxpayers must 
maintain adequate books and records has become 
a major issue that the Service is raising in a variety of 
ways in some of its current audits. 

As this requirement relates to LIFO inventory 
calculations, one can readily recall taxpayers who 
have lost...or are on the verge of losing ... their LIFO 
elections because they did not have adequate books 
and records. Boecking Machinery, Inc. and Moun
tain State Ford Truck Sales are typical examples. 

In FSA 200010009 discussed above (#2), the 
IRS again threatened the loss of the LIFO election if 
the taxpayer had not maintained sufficient records to 
support alternative calculations. You can expect to 
see this books and records issue raised as an 
obstacle in even more situations in the future. 

#5. MOUNTAIN STATE FORD TRUCK SALES & 
THE USE OF REPLACEMENT COST FOR 
PARTS INVENTORIES. At this time, there are 

no other new developments regarding the use of 
replacement cost for valuing parts inventories. As 
noted previously, Mountain State Ford has filed its 
appeal ofthe Tax Court's decision with the U.S. Court 
of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit in Denver. 

If the AICPA can muster up enough enthusiasm 
and interest to form aT ask Force to try and talk some 
sense into the IRS over components-of-cost issues, 
why can't it do the same thing ... or at least pretend 
to ... in connection with the replacement cost issue? 
Sorry, but I just had to ask . 

#6. WILL THE IRS CHECK-UP ON THE SURPRIS
INGL Y SMALL NUMBER OF AUTO DEALER 
LIFO CONFORMITY VIOLATION PAYMENTS? 

In her last presentation as "Motor Vehicle Industry 
Specialist" (now known as "Motor Vehicle Technical 
Advisor") before moving on to a new position in the 
IRS, Mary Baker reported that the IRS does plan to 
initiate some kind of follow-up to account for the 
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LIFO Update (Continued) 

relatively small number of dealers who actually made of Labor Statistics. Under the IPIC approach tax-
pay~ents under the conformity violation amnesty payers may elect to apply LIFO by referencing~ither 
provided by Rev. Proc. 98-44. the Consumer Price Index (CPI) or the Producer 

However, she did not provide specifics about Price Index (PPI), whichever is the more appropriate. 
what type of follow-up procedures the IRS will use. Taxpayers, of course, must pay a price for this 
The last of these payments was due January 31, convenience: The IRS allows most IPIC users to use 
2000. Please let us know if any of your dealers are only 80% of the appropriate CPI or PPI index. That's 
contacted by the IRS about these payments ... or the a 20% price tag. 
lack thereof. We'll keep you informed on what These proposed changes to the regulations are 
develops. intended to simplify and clarify certain aspects of the 
#7. TWO 1998 ISPGUIDELINES PUBLISHED. The IPIC method. They are also intended to modify the 
IRS recently published two 1998 ISP Settlement computational methodology so that the IPIC method 
Guidelines. These Guidelines are approved by IRS produces a more accurate and suitable inventory 
Appeals for purposes of allowing examining agents price index. 
to settle issues, and their subject matter has already #9. IRS ALSO PROPOSES CHANGES IN LIFO 
been covered in related All Industry Coordinated TREATMENT FOR INVENTORIES TRANS-
Issue Papers. The publication of these Settlement FERRED IN CERTAIN SITUATIONS. At the 
Guidelines now provides just a little more insight into same time as it proposed changes to the Regulations 
the thinking of the IRS on these matters. for the IPIC method, the IRS also proposed other 

One Guideline addresses LIFO taxpayers in- changes. These changes would only apply to certain 
volved with a bargain purchase of inventories. The transferees, Le., those using the dollar-value method 
second addresses taxpayers who construct LIFO for LIFO inventories that were received in a nonrec-
indexes by using sampling techniques or other ap- ognition transaction to which Section 381 did l1Q1 
proaches that do not reprice representative portions apply. 
of all of their inventory segments. These transferees would be required 

You don't have to be a genius to expect that 

(1) the IRS does not want bargain purchase 
benefits to be locked into low-priced LIFO 
layers, and 

(2) the IRS will not allow taxpayers to use an 
inflation index that is based on sampling less 
than all segments of their inventory. 

The 1995 Coordinated Issues Papers to which 
these Settlement Guidelines relate were discussed 
in the September, 1995 LIFO Lookout at pages 20-
24. Also, consult the index of articles appearing in the 
LIFO Lookoutfor other articles which refer to the IRS 
positions on these matters. 

#8. BLS-IPIC REGULATIONS MAY BE CHANGED. 
On May 19th the IRS published proposedchanges to 
thelnventory BiceJndex.computation (Le., the IPIC) 
method described in Reg. Sec. 1.472-8(e)(3). 

In general, under the IPIC method, LIFO users 
are allowed to borrow the inflation or deflation in
dexes computed and published by the U.S. Bureau 

(1) to use the year of transfer as a new base 
year, and 

(2) to use the transferor's current-year cost of 
the inventory received as its new base year 
cost for that inventory for purposes of deter
mining future increments and liquidations. 

#10. IRS UPDATES CERTAIN OF ITS NEW 
ITEMS LISTS. On June 12, 2000, the IRS 

Interim Motor Vehicle Technical Advisor released 
updates to the December 31, 1998, March 31, 1999 
and June 30, 1999 new item categories lists under 
Revenue Procedure 97-36 which prescribes the Al
ternative LIFO Method for Automobile Dealers. 

The IRS cover letter sent with the updated lists 
indicates that "since the list is lli!.1 an 'Official List,' it 
does not reflect 'Service Position' and examiners are 
not required to follow it." 

These IRS listings can easily be compared to the 
SUPERLIFOTM new items lists which were published 
in previous editions of the LIFO Lookout. * 
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COMPONENTS-OF-COST METHODS c-O-c 
OVERVIEW IN MANUFACTURERS' LIFO CALCULATIONS ... 

STILL NO CERTAINTY AFTER 60 YEARS 

One major issue popping in and out of our pages 
over the last 10 years has been the widespread 
practice by many large manufacturers of using com
ponents-of-cost methodologies in connection with 
their LIFO calculations. 

Generally speaking, under components-of-cost 
methods, items of inventory are not the physical 
units as they are under the total product cost method. 
Instead, under components-of-cost methods, the 
physical units are exploded (or broken down) into 
their cost components which are generally: 

(1) raw material, 
(2) direct labor, and 
(3) overhead. 

As a consequence, one unit of a finished good is 
not inventoried as such. Instead, a taxpayer using a 
C-O-C method separately inventories the quantities 
of input of material, labor and overhead necessary to 
manufacture the number of physical units of the 
product in the ending inventory. 

In its 1984 LIFO Issues Paper, the AICPA de
fined a C-O-C method as "a method of applying 
dollar-value LIFO in which changes in the LIFO index 
are measured by the weighted average increase or 
decrease in the component costs of material, labor 
and overhead that constitute ending inventory." 

In the real world, there is no single or universally 
applied C-O-C method. Different manufacturers 
apply different components-of-cost techniques. But 
they all do essentially the same thing ... and that is to 
treat direct labor and overhead as separately distin
guishable items which are repriced as such in their 
LIFO computations. Different strokes for different 
folks ... many different strokes! 

Despite the differences in application, one state
ment can be made with certainty: 

... THE IRS DISTRUSTS THEM ALL...!! 
As the title of this article indicates, this contro

versy has been brewing for a long time. How long? 
Well, even further back than when the dollar-value 
LIFO regulations were first introduced in 1960. 

Are these C-O-C methods legal? Guess what? 
Nobody knows! Maybe sometime during the next 
decadeorso, we'll get answers taxpayers can under
stand and live with. 

We have included a 60-Year Timeline on pages 
6-9 for a quick overview of how various events fit 
together. This timeline includes relevant IRS pro
nouncements (in the shaded bars) with AICPA activi
ties, court cases and certain other influential events 
(like the Blakely & Thompson article and the issuance 
of Revenue Procedure 92-20) to try to give a broader, 
more integrated view of the longstanding C-O-C 
controversy. 

C-O-C DISTORTIONS ARE FACTORS "OTHER 
THAN INFLATION" 

As the IRS sees it, if LIFO calculations reflect 
factors other than inflation, then those calculations 
can not, and do not, clearly reflect income ... and that is 
the standard setby both Code Sections 471 and 472. 

Starting with the Wendle Ford Sales decision in 
1979, the IRS established significant precedents in 
cases where it challenged taxpayers' LIFO computa
tions because the inflation indexes they had com
puted included factors other than inflation. 

According to the IRS, and as upheld by the 
courts, any changes other than pure price inflation in 
inventory costs are/were to be excluded from compu
tations intended to measure and reflect LIFO results. 
In Wendle Ford Sales, Amity Leather Products and 
Hamilton Industries, to name but a few cases, the 
Tax Court and other courts agreed that only pure 
inflation should be included and reflected in the LIFO 
calculations. 

• Changes resulting from different inventory 
mix, 

• Changes due to conducting manufacturing 
activities at different geographic locations, 

• Changes in products resulting from tech
nological innovations and production effi
ciencies 

• Bargain-purchase benefit elements buried 
within lump-sum inventory acquisitions, 

• ... And the list goes on. 

The decisions above have added more support 
to the IRS arguments and to the power of the 
Commissioner to change (LIFO) accounting meth
ods which do not clearly reflect income. It should be 
obvious. from the 60-Year Timeline (pages 6-9) that 
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Components-of-Cost Methods 

the IRS is now in a much stronger position to chal
lenge components-of-cost methods if it finds that 
they produce results that are unacceptable distor
tions. 

As recently articulated in FSA 20001 0009, com
ponents-of-cost methods have to be watched very 
carefully because they may: 

• Fail to reflect efficiency gains ... efficiency 
gain distortions, 

• Substitute one item for another within a 
cost component. .. item-within-an-item 
distortions, and/or 

• Create improper linkage as a result of the 
interdependence between the overhead 
and the direct labor cost 
components ... double-dip or frozen bur
den distortions. 

Where such distortions as these occur, they are 
viewed as introducing factors other than inflation 
into the LIFO index computations. In so doing, they 
are proscribed by statute. Worst of all, FSA 
200010009, in its last lines of print, says unmistak
ably that the Service can throw the user of an errant 
component-of-cost method off of LIFO. 

Both Leslie J. Schneider (Federal Income Taxa
tion of Inventories) and Stephen F. Gertzman (Fed
eral Tax Accounting) argue at length-as have many 
others-that... 

"Everyone's using the method," 
"C-O-C is the only practical alternative," and 
"If the IRS didn't like it, it should have said so 40 
years ago." 

(Continued) 

The article on page 1 0 offers a broad, general perspec
tive and some insights for some of their arguments. 

With the passage of (many) years and with the 
introduction of newer generations into the IRS 
workforce, the IRS seems to have forgotten the 
unselfish, generous cooperation it received from 
leading LI FO practitioners and the Bar during the 40's 
and 50's ... and it seems these "old arguments" are 
more easily cast aside. This seems evident from 
some of the Court decisions where all the lawyers 
and judges are looking in their dictionaries for an
swers to what are broader, tax administration policy 
questions. 

We have attempted to pull together and summa
rize much of the IRS opposition to the use of compo
nents-of-cost methods. Readers desiring more de
tailed information on thecomponents-of-cost method 
from an accounting and academic standpoint can 
find ample discussion in accounting texts, both old 
and new, and the references listed in the bibliogra
phy. Our focus in these articles will be on the IRS 
rationale as it has become more evident overtime by 
the publication of documents made available only as 
a result of the Freedom of Information Act. 

You can be sure that the IRS will very carefully 
select and challenge only a taxpayer fact pattern that 
it regards as giving it the best chance of winning ... 
when it decides to litigate C-O-C issues ... in Court. 
This should come as no surprise to anyone. 

Somewhere, sometime, a real case testing head
on the IRS opposition to C-O-C will hit the courts. 
When it does, it will be a bombshell. Read these 
articles and you'll understand why. 
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May 1941 

May 1954 

April 1955 

• At an accounting conference in Chicago, Mr. HeJbert T. McAnly was the first to suggest the concept of a 
do/lJu-vallle LIFO methodology for applying LIFO to any inventory, regardless of its complexity .. 

• Prior to that time, only the specific goods LIFO approach was permitted by law when Congress first enacted 
LIFO for a limited group of taxpayers in 1938 and subsequently made the LIFO method available to all 
taxpayers in 1939. 

• Tentative drafts of proposed rulings circulated between IRS and members of Commissioner's Advisory 
Committee composed of representatives from the AICPA, American Bar Association and Tax Executives 
Institute. 

• Small working group of five knowledgeable LIFO practitioners collaborated with IRS and Treasury 
representatives in developing what was to become the form and content of the dollar-value method LIFO 
regulations. 

• Component costing was recognized as an essential part of the dollar-value LIFO structure. 

• According to one of the five members of the advisory group, "Throughout our discussions of the Service's 
draft ruling of May·25, 1954, our proposed regulations of August 10, 1955 and the particular examples from 
actual taxpayers, it was abundantly clear to all involved that a component costing approach to LIFO was 
contemplated and considered to be acceptable." 

• Final regulations related to the dollar-value LIFO method as applied to manufacturers were adopted in lieu 
of the issuance of a more limited revenue ruling. 

January 1961 • These regulations reflected the broad natural business unit concept of pooling. Therefore, it was unnecessary 
to include a multiplicity of examples that would be more specific about the treatment of labor and overhead 
cost components. 

August 1969 

• BLAKELY & THOMPSON ARTICLE, backed by scholarly research and mind-boggling formulae, appeared 
in Management Accounting. This article contained startling conclusions about the use of dollar-value LIFO 
methods. 

• ..... Combining current technology with base-year cost achieves nothing rational (except, perhaps a lower tax 
bill) ... This index allowed by the Code is a meaningless conglomeration of both price and technological 
indexes." 

• ..... The present Code allows a firm to use a method which may result in enormous tax savings ... If it is 
mandatory to present this inventory method on financial statements to third parties without change, questions 
of material misrepresentation will arise, whenever significant technological advances have taken place." 

• WENDLE FORD SALES, INC. V. COMM. (72 T.C. 447 (I979) . 

• This was the first LIFO case dealing with computational issues that arise when inventories reflect 
technological change! improvements. It does not specifically mention components-of-cost issues. However, 

June 1979 this case is. cited frequently in discussions involving components-of-cost issues. 

• "The point at which a modification or modifications in a product are considered so substantial as to render it 
a new item for LIFO inventory purposes must, of necessity, be decided on a case-by-case basis from an 
examination of all the relevant facts. . .. Dollar-value LIFO necessarily ignores minor changes in the design 
of a product from year to year." 

~Ph~ot~OC~~~Yi~ng~Or~R~~~rin~ti~ng~W~ith~om~pe~rm~iS~Sio~n~ls~p~ro~h~~~~~~~~~~*~~~~~~~A~o~u~~e~rl~YU~~~a~te~m~L~IF~O~.N~""~.v~i""~a~nd~ld~e.~ 
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May 1984 

November 
1984 

March 1985 

July 1991 

• AMITY LEATHER PRODUCTS COMPANY V. COMM. (82 T.C. 726 (1984». 

• Held that the nature of items in a pool must be similar enough to allow a comparison between ending 
inventory and base-year inventory. "Because the change in the price of an item determines the price index 
and the index affects the computation of increments or decrements in the LIFO inventory, the definition and 
scope of an Item are extremely important to the clear reflection of income." 

• "If factors other than inflation enter into the cost of inventory items, a reliable index cannot be computed. .. 

• "A narrower definition of item within a pool will generally lead to a more accurate measure of intlation (i.e., 
price index), and thereby lead to a clearer reflection of income." 

• In the IRS memo on components-of-<:osts dated 1uly 31, 1992, this case is cited as ..... strong authority that 
when substantial changes occur in the manufacturing cost of an item, for the LIFO index method to properly 
function, the item should be reclassified as a new item with its own base-year." 

• This was the second LIFO case dealing with computational issues that arise when inventories reflect 
technological change/improvements. It does not specifically mention components-of-cost issues. However, 
this case is cited frequently in discussions involving component-of-<:ost issues. 

• LIFO ISSUES PAPER released by AICPA Task Force on LIFO Inventory Problems. 

• This Issues Paper was submitted to the Financial Accounting Standards Board (F ASB) in an attempt to 
provide financial reporting guidance on applying the LIFO method. 

• With respect to C-O-C, the Task Force reached the following advisory conclusion by a 9-0 vote: " ... Either 
the unit cost or cost component method may be used for financial reporting purposes ... in certain 
circumstances. such as those discussed in paragraph 4-47, the cost component method may be preferable to 
the unit cost method, unless base year costs are reconstructed." 

• Lists arguments in favor of ... and opposing ... the use of the components-of-cost method. 

• Securities and Exchange Commission issued STAFF ACCOUNTING BULLETIN (SAB) No. S8, which 
endorsed the AICP A LIFO Issues Paper and indicated that companies reporting to the SEC should 
reexamine their current LIFO practices and compare them the recommended LIFO methods such as the 
components4-cost method in the Issues Paper. 

• HAMILTON INDUSTRIES, INC. V. COMM. (97 T.C. 120 (1991» 

• Held that bargain purchase gains in inventory should not be reflected in LIFO calculations because of the 
material diff'emtces in cost charaqeristics between original inventory and later inventories. 

• Hamillon Industries is cited as prCcedent for requiring a Section 481(a) adjustment on an involuntary change 
involving dollar-value LIFO methods of accounting. 

• LIFO case dealing with computational issues presented when inventories reflect technological change! 
improvements. Does not specifically mention components-of-cost issues. However, this case is cited 
frequently in discussions involving component-of'-cost issues. . 

~A~ou~art~e~rIY~U~Pd~~~em~LlF~O~-~N~~$.~V~i~~a~~ld~"~S~~~~~~~*~~~~~P~h~OI~~~Yin~g~Or~R~~~rln~ti~ng~W~nh~O~~PJe~rum~ni$e~SiO~2nOOO~~~p~rO~hID~ft~7 
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March 1992 

Apri11992 

• REVENUE PROCEDURE 92-20 issued by the IRS updating and modifying rules for requesting changes in 
accounting methods. Introduced "graded incentives" to encourage taxpayers to voluntarily request a change. 

• Taxpayers voluntarily changing from components-of-cost LIFO methods to the (total) product method 
received cut-oiftransition method (i.e., no recomputations required for prior years) with change effective for 
the current year and were given until September 18, 1992 to request permission to change. 

• Many manufacturers using C-O-C methods filed Forms 3115 to change. Special transition rules apply to 
taxpayers under audit AICPA urged IRS to extend effective date beyond September 18, 1992 because of 
significance of C-O-C issue. 

• AICP A submitted lengthy Position Paper to IRS concerning ~ropriety of using C-O-c method. 

• Strongly urged IRS to not prohibit use of components-of-cost method. 

• Alternatively, the AICPA urged that if the Service were contemplating such action, then "any changes in 
these procedures should be made prospective only, since companies will not be able to comply with new rules 
on a retroactive basis." 

P ~h~ot~oc~~~Yi~ng~O~rR~~~r~int~ing~~~'~tho~u~tP~e~rm~is~sio~n~ls~p~ro~h~~tt~ed~~~~~*~~~~~~~A~O~~rte~rly~~~a~te~m~L~IF~O~'N~nq~.~vi~~a~n~d~lde~M 
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August 1994 

July 1998 
August 1998 

JuJy2()()o 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

Administration proposed to repeal the use of components-of-cost methods as a way to off-set some of the 
revenue loss from the ratification of the Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. 
Proposal was subsequently Withdrawn. . 

Similar proposals for repeal of components-of <OSt methods were raised and witlldrawn in later years. 

CONSOLIDATED MANUFACTURING, INC V. COMM. (111 T.C. No.1 (1998». 

In this case, involving the LIFO election and application of a core remanufacturer, the Tax Court said that 
..... to the extent that (TAM 9445004) may be read to suggest that a taxpayer may validly elect the LIFO 
inventory method with respect to all of its labor and overhead, but not aU of its raw materials, that enter into 
production of a good or type of class of goods, we reject any such suggestion as contrary to Section 472 and 
the regulations thereunder." 

Taxpayer argued that its facts and situation present issues very similar to components-of-cost issues. 

Taxpayer t,Coll$OUdated Manufacturing, Inc.) filed Notice of Appeal with the United States Court of 
Appeals for the Tenth Circuit on August 31,1998. 

• AICPA's Tax Accounting Technical Resource Panel forms a Task Force to provide input to the Treasury and 
the IRS with respect to components:.af-cost method included on the Treasury's Year 2000 Business Plan. 

• Task Force requests meeting with Treaswy • IRS to discuss components-of-cost issues. 

~A~au~a~ne~rIY~U~Pd~a~le~~~L~IFO~'N~_~S~.V~I~~~~~d~lde~U~~~~~~~*~~~~~~P~hO~I~~~~Y~in~g~Or~R~~~rin~tin~g~~~nh~o~~~PJe~Urm~niS~e6~~2n~olso~op~rO~h~~h~~9 
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THE AICPA & THE BAR VS. THE IRS AICPA + ABA 
vs.IRS 

The IRS took its resistance to dollar-value LIFO 
to court...and lost in the Hutzler Brothers case in 
1947 and the Edgar A. Basse case in 1948. After 
that, it became evident that the courts would not 
support the IRS in its resistance to the use of the 
dollar-value LIFO method. Accordingly in 1949, the 
LIFO regulations were amended to allow the dollar
value method. However, these regulations offered 
no guidance or rules relative to that application. 

COOPERATION BEHIND THE SCENES 

Shortly thereafter, a small number of LIFO prac
titioner attorneys and CPAs collaborated with the 
Treasury and the IRS in developing the guidelines for 
what was to become the dollar-value LIFO regula
tions. These dollar-value LIFO regulations were not 
published until 1961...some 12 years later. 

Two facts should be understood in connection 
with this time frame. 

Many companies were already using the 
dollar-value LIFO method and 

A components-of-cost approach was the 
only practical way-for many manufacturers to 
implement dollar-value LIFO. 

In early 1954, the IRS circulated a draft of a 
proposed revenue ruling among the Commissioner's 
advisory group which consisted of representatives 
from the American Institute of CPAs, the American 
Bar Association, and the Tax Executives Institute. 
After receiving a generally negative response to the 
proposed ruling, the Commissioner abandoned the 
idea of addressing the use of components-of-cost 
through a revenue ruling at that time. 

About a year later, a very select group of practi
tioners (five in all) submitted a proposed revision for 
the IRS tentative draft of a components-of-cost rul
ing. As one of the five members from private practice 
of that select group recalled (former Commissioner 
Randolph Thrower after he returned to private prac
tice in a letter dated December 23, 1992 to the IRS): 
"Our group understood the concepts and meth
odology of dollar-value LIFO, and by this time 
component costing was recognized as an essen
tial part of the fabric of dollar-value LIFO. This 
fact is reflected throughout our subsequent work 
with the government in this area. " 

This brief era of collaboration and cooperation 
extended through a conference held with the IRS in 
January, 1956. Mr. Thrower recalls that ''throughout 
our discussions of the Service's draft ruling of May 

25, 1954, our proposed regulations of August 10, 
1955, and the particular examples from actual tax
payers, it was abundantly clear to all involved 
that a component costing approach to LIFO was 
contemplated and considered to be acceptable. " 

After supporting this statement with ten specific 
statements of fact, Mr. Thrower added: "Our group's 
activities received attention from the highest levels 
within the Service, and we understood they were 
given considerable weight in the regulation drafting 
process." 

HOODWINKED 

He adds that "given the expertise and composi
tion of our group (as well as the interests of clients we 
were representing at that time), you can be assured 
that if we had believed the Service did not accept the 
use of component costing or was contemplating a 
challenge to the use of component costing, we would 
have strongly expressed our disagreement. How
ever, none of us felt the need to address this as an 
issue on which there was any difference of opinion, 
either before or after the final dollar-value regulations 
were promulgated." 

The final two paragraphs in Mr. Thrower's letter 
adequately summarize and reflect the actual experi
ences, and sentiments, of those groups which have 
opposed the IRS in its attempts to find a way to 
prohibit components-of-cost LIFO methods. 

..... Similarly, the Service was well aware that 
taxpayers utilized component costing approaches 
and had done so for more than ten years before final 
dollar -value regulations were issued. The examples 
we presented and discussed with Service per
sonnel included taxpayers who calculated and 
pooled inventories based on cost components. 

"If the Service had intended to challenge those 
practices, there is no reason to believe that such a 
challenge would not have been clearly announced. 

"Indeed, any such challenge plainly would have 
been inconsistent with Congress' mandate that LIFO 
be made equally available to all businesses having 
inventories. 

"In short, component costing was recognized 
and approved at the inception of the dollar-value 
LIFO method, and itwas understood that the detailed 
dollar-value regulations were intended toconfirm this 
approach. 

see THE AICPA & THE BAR VS. THE IRS, page 12 
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What is 
COMPONENTS-OF-COST? 

Diversity of 
Tenns 

Diversity of 
Practices 

The 
Players 

Their 
Positions 

Possibilities 

Possible Solutions 

• Under the components-of-cost approach, the cost of goods in process and 
finished goods is divided into three basic components or elements: (1) raw 
materials. (2) direct labor and (3) overhead. These separate components or 
elements are then treated as items. 

• . In contrast,. under the total product cost approach, the total cost of each type 
of product.in the taxpayer's inventOIY (i.e .• raw materials. work-in-process 
and finished goods) is treated-as a separate item. 

• Components of Cost (C-O-C) • Cost Component 
• Component-of-Cost • Cost Components 
• All 4 tenns refer to the same approach described above. 

• There is no single or uniVersal "components-of-cost" method. 

• Different manufacturers use different C-O-C methods. depending on the 
nature of the business. 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

IRS & TreasuIY 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants - (AICPA) 
American ~ar Association - (ABA) 
Tax5xecutives Institute - (TEl) 
Tax Courtand"other Courts 
Oth,er writers and authorities - (Blakely & Thompson) 

••• lRs.Regulations do not authorize C-O-C methods. Therefore, they 
can be used only if taxpayer can demonstrate that the results produced 
"clearly reflect income." 
Yes ••• AICPA, ABA, TEl 

.• Divided ... other writers and other authorities 

• Terminate C-O-C ~ Prospectively, usi~g the cut-off transition method 
Prospectively,.with Sec. 481(a) adjustment ... no cut-off 

• Terminate C-O-C - Retroactively, using the cut-offtransition method 
Retroactively, with Sec. 481(a) adjustment ... no cut-off 

• Continue to allow C-O-C, as is 

;0 Continue to allow C-O-C, with modification(s) to clearly reflect income 

·AlCPATax Acetg .. Technical Research Panel now formulating alternatives. 

• De Filipps ... UFO User Sllrtax proposal, Tax Notes 1235 (June 22, 1987) 



The AICPA & the Bar vs~the,IRS 

"Component costing' •. waSj~()~~sict~.·.oyr.discus
sions throughout thepr()Cess·ofde~elop.ing,~etail~d· 
dollar-value LIFO regulations,and'tothea(:~9~1 cases 
that were used for illustrative. purposesin.th~.course 
of this process, that I feelconfidellti!h~~M.i'l1giith~t . 
it would have shocked thoseonbt>tlJ·~/~~$.~r~he 
table if it had been suggested thai.theipropt(",y 
of component costing was being left asan'unFe
solved issue." 

This background material quotes extensively 
from Mr. Thower's letter to Commissioner Peterson 
in 1992 shortly after her letter on C-O-Cwas issued. 
It is very interesting to note that before becoming 
Commissioner of the IRS, Mr. Thrower was in private 
practice and servedonthe 9-man Advisory Group in 
the '50s. Mr. Thrower\NssappointediIRSCommis
sioner from April 1, 1969 to June 22, 1971. After 
serving as Commissioner, Mr. Thrower returned to 
private practice and his letter was written some 21 
years later. 

Mr. Thrower's letter expresses quitec:learly the 
seemingly unanimous agreement members of tile 
AICPA, the Bar, and the Tax Executives Institwte 
thought they had achieved with the IRS back in the 
mid-'50s. 

Unfortunately, whatever implicit understandings 
were reached with the IRS in the '50s were never 
formally recorded for posterity, nor promulgated in a 
revenue ruling nor in the LIFO regulations. 

These understandings as to the acceptability 
of using a cost-components approach in LIFO calcu
lations are what the Treasury and IRS personnel 
now, half a century later, would conveniently like 
to forget. This memory lapse allows the IRS to 
accelerate its anti-components-of-cost position by 
going to the dictionary for definitions of goods and 
merchandise, instead of giving any recognition to the 
importance of precedent and rationality with which 
assistance was offered, and received, by the Com
missioner nearly 50 years ago. 

C-O-C ARTICLES 

Over the years many articles have been written 
discussing and explaining the dollar-value LIFO ap
plication and various components-ot-cost method
ologies. These articles go back to the early '40s 
when Mr. Herbert McAnly and Mr. Carmen Blough 
wrote about dollar-value LIFO in its earliest forms. 

Understandably, most articles have taken the 
approach of explaining how a C-O-C approach could 
be made to work with or in a given manufacturer's 
situation. In general, the "literature" conSisting of 
articles and accounting textbooks explaining C-O-C 
methods WOUld, occasionally, or as part of a more 

(Continued from page 10) .' . 

complete discussioh,e~plai~!)~~~i91i1~~dY~htag.es 
and· disadvantages ·of· th~~PPli~~tiom.i· .. 

LOOK! THE EMPEROR'HASNO'GI.:;O~HESON .•. 
In 1969, an article appea~~inN1a~agement 

Accounting. It was writtenbytWoprofe$~ors.from the 
University of Wisconsin. In it,thecorn~oQents-of
cost approach of applying donar~Val\.ieLIFO was 
soun~lyand'·l:Inequivocallycriticizedas.prPQu~iRglla 
l1J~ar1ltJgless conglomeration of both price and 
teehnological indexes." 

.L~avil1g little to the imagination (see page 13), 
th~,~pth~r~torcefl:lny critiqued thereakinadequacies 
ofc0ll'lpPn~9ts~ofTcost results andide,l'1tifiectthe "tech
nolo~icClI'9~~mgef~ctor" as being a factor other than 
inflatioRViBi5~'~~~yldn()t be permitted to enter into 
thecomp~fati9D"'B~li8"t.IFCHndex.lt was not until 
almost 15year~'I~t~r,if'!'~lJ1ityLeather Products, Inc. 
thatthe TaxCou~mad~thi~samepoint in almost the 
same words. However; th'earticle by Blakely and 
Thompson in 1969Ieftits>mark, and no doubt a 
significantimpression, upon allthose in the Internal 
Revenue Service who read it. 

According. to. the authors, when technological 
chahgeisgre.~~nt, dollar~valuel.IFOalway$leads to 
a valuation of iriventory which is less than that which 
would be obtained using specific identification LIFO 
(sometimes called unit LIFO). This is because 
specific identification LIFO does not permit techno
logical improvement to be reflected in the LIFO base. 

The authors pointed out that the index used to 
deflate thecurrentyeqrcost to a LIFO base dollar 
equivalent amount embodies both a price factor and 
a technological factor. As a consequence, the dollar
value LIFO method always understates the value of 
an inventory change when there is technological 
change and an inventory increase. 

The illustrations in the article are straightforward 
and are supported by derivations, proofs and equa
tions. The final formula breaks the overall index of 
change into its two components: (1) price inflation 
and (2) technology change effect. Unless you have 
a degree in statistics, you may have to call a statis
tician to help you understand the complex formulas, 
derivationsand substitutions that are included in the 
Appendices to the article. 

The authors stated that the cost component 
method is approved by both the AICPA and the 
Internal Revenue Code. They then used this method 
"to illustrate clearly what UFO Is not" and said, "The 
index, as defined by the Code, is the source of what 
is wrong with dollar-valve LIFO." As an aside, does 
this not, in itself, add another degree of credibility to 
Mr. Thrower's statements regarding the understand-

see THE AICPA & THE BAR VS. THE IRS, page 14 

~Ph~M~OC~~~Yln~g~O'~R~~'~im~ln~g~~hO~~~p~e'm~is~sl~on~1S~P~~~h~~~e~d~~~~~*~~~~~~~A~a~u~~~e'~IY~.~~me~~~l~IF~O~'N~~~.V~inm~ .. ~a~oo~ld~e~ 
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One artiCle Cited&eqUerittYin tlle'IRsWritirigs about componentS-of'"COst is an article written in 1969 by two professors 
at the University of WISCOnsin (Madi$on) School of Business. • 

FORCEFUL LANGUAGE: A WAKE-UP CALL THE IRS COULDN'T IGNORE 

The authors did not mince any words in making the point that the components-of~ost method results in bad 
accounting. They said that the use of the components-or~st method (which combines current technology with base year 
costs) ... 

• Produces " ••• 11 meaningless conglomeration of both price and technological indexes ••• n 

• " ••• Achieves nothing rational (except perhaps II lower tax biU). n 

• Produces II result that denotes " ••• nothing resembling an objective LIFO determination ••• but rather what 
LIFO should not be. It does, however, resulJ in II permanent tax SllVings to the going concern. n 

• " ••• In numy instances ••• , as presently applied, is BAD accounting. n 

THE ESSENCE 

The thesis of the article is found in its subtitle: "CHANGES IN PRICE LEVEL CAN BE SEPARATED FROM THE 
EFFECT OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES." 

The C-O-C index should really be separated into its two components (price and technology). The separate price index 
and technology index are susceptible to independent computation. 

Overall Index ,. Price Index + Technology Index 

Overall Index ( 9 % ) - Price Index ( 2 % ) + Technology Index ( 7 % ) 

THE STUDY 

Blakely and Thompson support their findings by illustrations in which" ... the time period from 1940 to 1965 is 
considered one year. This is done to simplify the illustrations. But, this simplification has no effect on the results 
achieved. Exactly the SlIme results would have been found if the inventory layer would have been computed for each 
and every intervening year." 

The illustrations are fairly straight-forward and are supported by derivations, proofs and equations. The article shows 
the derivation of the .finalfofIJ).Wa which breaks the overall index of change into its two components: (1) price or inflation 
and (2) technology change~ect.Qnless YOllhave a, degree in statistics,you may want to have 8 statistician handy to help 
you understand the complex fonnulae and substitutions in going from start to finish. 

The authors state that " ... 8 clulp,ge in the inventory under dollar-value LIFO is understated to such an extent as to 
produce 8 final inventory figure wlUcllmaybe grosslv ~than any actual cost ever experienced by thefum." 

UNIVERSALITY OF THE FINDINGS 

The authors state that the equations developed and included in the Appendix reflect the costing of the entire current 
year inventory at base-yearprices. They state, "In practice, chain indices may be used to avoid costing (directly) current
year inventory at base-year prices. And, differenHechniques may be used to phase in new kinds of inventory items. 
However, the expediencies of practice in no way abrogate the proof." 

AFTERMATH 

Early in the article, the authors state, "LIFO is nota means to pennit current productivity gains to replace original 
commodity cost in the base inventory; therefore, changes in value of the monetary unit should constitute the only 
difference betwcenLIFO and oth~methodsofinventory." . 

This is exactly what thelater~IF~~' Wendle Ford Sales, Amity Leather, and Hamillon Industries concluded in 
their holdings to the effecttMfif:;l~¢t~'f(JtI),~rthanthe inflation enter into the complltation of the index, the result will 
not clearly reflect income.Chang~in~ePriceof 8 product due to technological changes or production efficiencies are 
not the same as changesi,n.$c:ppce,~ue;tp.~m:tu3ti9ns in the purchasing power of the dollar (i.e., inflation or deflation). 

* B1;II.d,. Eu\\an.! Jo 8" Ulmanl IF. Tlwl11l',,"n. rcdllltlfo:;iCllI Clttlll!;/! (Illd Ih J:ff/!cI~ 011 lJlIllaT-' it/II/! lollD .. 'ttl/l11;:.,,,, .. ,,t 
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The AICPA & ,the Barvs. tbglRS 

ings everyone thought they had with the IRS that 
assumed components-'of-cost methods could be used 
in dollar-value LIFO applications? 

Blakely and Thompson's conclusion should be 
read in the context of their statement (which w~s 
really an assumption) that'th&cost component method 
is approved by the Internal Revenue Code. Here is 
their conclusion which, undoubtedly, received signifi
cant attention within the IRS: 

"As the illustrations show, the present Code 
allows a firm to use a method which may result in, 
enormous tax savings. By understating the ending 
inventory, a firm deducts from revenue a cost of 
goods sold figurewhich In no way reflects the costs 
Incurred to produce that revenue. 

"If it is manctatory to present this inventory method 
on financial statements to third partieswithQutc:hange, 
questions of material misrepresentation will arise, 
wheneverslgnlflt;ant technological advances 
have taken place. 

"Finally, it is generally understood that the only 
factor that should distinguish the results of one 
inventory computation from another isa change in 
the monetary unit. (Le., a change in the purchasing 
power of the dollar.) The method allowed by the 
Code (Le., components-of-cost) certainly allOWs more 
than just price changes to distinguish its result from 
other inventory methods" (emphasis added). 

Blakely and Thompson's article is cited in GCM 
38478, dated August 25,1980. Seethe accompany
ing article, "IRS Ruling on C-O-C Methods," pages 20 
to 25. The GCM simply references the Blakely and 
Thompson article at Note 11. This GCMin~identally 
was written in response to a request that a prQposed 
revenue ruling on components-of-cost methods be 
issued. The GCM, at its conclusion, refers to a 
"revised draft of the ruling" which the GCM authors 
had prepared to modify the shortcoming of the origi
nal draft which had been submitted for their review. 
Obviously, this revisecfruling was never published by 
the IRS either. 
AICPA ISSUES PAPER IN 1984 

In late 1984, after significant debate, the AICPA 
published an Issues Paper entitled Identification and 
Discussion of Certain Financial Accounting and Re
porting Issues Concerning LIFO Inventories (dated 
November 30, 1984-File 3175). This ctocumentwas 
prepared by the Task Force on LIFO Inventory Prob
lems, Accounting Standards Division of the AICPA. 

, Two sections of the AICPA Issues Paper deal 
extensively with components-of-cost and unit cost 
LIFO. Paragraphs 4-38 through 4-49 (pages 28-34) 

(Continued tram page 12) 
, '" .... ".'. ", 

of the Issl.Jc:!s,Pap~r,prO\lidee~amples and back
grounddiScUSSiQI)I~hlle:Appel1dix 1\ and 11\ (pages 
86-89) give examples of productivity increases and 
decreases. 

Paragraph 4-41 contained "arguments favoring 
the costcompQnent mettiad'." Arg~meilts opposing 
the cosrcomponefttmethodwerepresented'in para
graph 4-48 of the Issues Paper. (See faCing page.) 

Hie "AdviSOry ConClusion" of the Task Force 
with reSp9CHoC-O.:C is as follows: "The Task Force 
believ~s, (9, yes, ,0 no) either the unit cost or cost 
component method may be usedfodinancial report
ing purposes but that in certain circumstances, such 
as those discussed in paragraph 4-47, the cost 
component metDod maybe preferable to the,unit cost 
method, unless,PCise year costs are reconstructed." 

AICPA Issues Papers normally include advisory 
conclusions which represent the views of at least a 
majority oftha-In'stitute's-Accounting Standards Ex
eGutiveC(!)mmi~ee:(AGSEC). Significantly,AICPA 
Issues Pa~ers;dGnot establish standards of financial 
accounting, enforee~ble under Rule 203 of the 
Institute's Code of Professional Ethics. Accordingly, 
AICPA,lssues Pppef$do noti 1I!1l& constitute 
orestablish ,generally accepted accounting prin
ciples (GAAP). 

Whenever taxpayers have attempted to cite this 
1984 AICPA Issues Paper in connection with their 
disagreements with the IRS over LIFO issues, the 
IRS is quick to point ou.t the limitations of its applica
bility. For example, IR8writers generalfydismiss the 
Issues Paper as "ambiguous" and without any author
ity. 

OMINOUS RUMB:UNGS IN 1991 
&AICPA p6SI~n()N PAPER ON C-O-C 

For many years, the AICPA and the ABA each 
have maintained committees addressing "tax ac
counting" matters. One such matter appearing over 
the years was. naturally, components .. of~cost. 

The minutes of the May 15, 1991 meeting of the 
Tax Accounting Committee, Tax Division of the 
AICPA, reported that "the IRS plans to issue a 
revenue ruling and revenue procedure on compo
nents~of-cost. The revenue procedure may impose 
Section 481(a) adjustment." This was a bombshell 
because historically manufacturers had been permit
ted to change from the cost components method 
pr~ectively without any Section 481 (a) adjustments. 

The following observations are included in the 
minutes of the May, 1991 meeting. "Because of the 
number of taxpayers ,th~tllse cost components, this 
issue is one of the ,Committee's highest priorities. 

see THE AICPA & THE BAR VS. THE IRS, page 16 
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J4RGt!HENts FA:VORlNG ' 
a "If the 'imit cost of finished product is not routinely devc:l0peci as parlor the cost accounting system, the cost 

component method is the only practical and reliable method to use to develop a LIFO cost index. 

b. "If styles constantly change, it is impossible to develop comparable base year costs. However, the comparable base 
year cost oftheUll(lerlying material,labor, and overhead components will generally be readily determinable. Thus the 
resulting UFO index will be much more representative and reliable than an index developed on the basis of 
theoretical base year costs. 

c. "The same rationale applies if the product line continually evolves. for example. with manufacturers of paints. 
plastics. and textile fiber yams. For such manufacturers, makeups of finished products may have hundreds or even 
thousands of ~tions. but relatively few material ingredients, resulting in a greater degree of consistency and 
comparability in calculating the index if the cost component method is used. 

d. "Manufacturers tJlat 'have" Signifiqult, changes in purc:hased, as opposed to produced, material ingredients can 
experience SignifiC81lt fluctuations, in unit co~ unrelated to the effects of inflation. Use of the unit cost method in such 
cases would cause meaningless index fluctuations., . 

e. "The degree of utilization of manufacturing capacity can have a significant effect on the unit cOst of finished products 
from period ,to period wholly apart from any change in underlying costs. Unit costs would generally decline when 
capacity utiliZation increases. and Would generally increase when capacity utilization declines-even though the cost of 
material, labor, or ove1head components remains unchanged. Use of the unit cost method under these conditions 
could produce' a LIFO cllarge or a LIFO credit wholly unrelated to the effects of changing prices. 

f. "The cost component m~odis well suited to use with the link-chain technique to avoid the problems encountered 
with identification of andac:cOuntingfor "new products" or the reconstruction of base year cost for such products. 

g. "Proponents also believe the principl~ of LlFOa~unting are not violated by the index detennination and LIFO 
adjustment resulting from eliminating manufacturing cfticiencies. They believe the goal of LIFO is to factor the effect 
of price changes out of inventories arid this ~Ilbeaccomplished best by factoring it out of the underlying cost 
components rather than the unit 'cost of finished product. which is influenced by many other factors such as capacity 
utilization, technological chang~s;manufacturing cfticiencieS, product styles. and so forth. 

h. "Proponents also believe the cost component rneth()(l is the only practical method to use if substantial work in process 
inventories exist. They cite the 'difii~ties of doUble ~1ending unit costs for in process inventories at various stages 
of completion." 

ARGUMENTS OPPOSING 

a. "Some believe the cost component method should not be used because labor and overhead are intangible and 
do not represent physical components of the finished product inventory. Those who disagree point out that the 
same elements of labor and overhead are integral parts of the unit cost of finished product and that if they are 
valid inventoriable costs under the unit cost 'method, they are equally valid inventoriable costs under the cost 
component method. 

b. "Some believe the cost compopent method can cause ending inventory to be written down below its beginning 
of year cost as determined Under the unit cosfmethod. 

c. "Some criticize the cost component method because it can theoretically cause writing down the ending 
inventory bel()w jtsba$eyear'cost~,detennined under the unit cost method when manufacturing efficiencies 
occur (fewer inputs of' ~tial~1abor, of'overhead reqUired to produce same number of finished products). 
Proponents ofthe'cost',~p<mtmtinethodbelieve such situations are likely to be exceptional and to have an 
immaterial effect. Also they point out that there are likely to be offsetting inefficiencies resulting from 
environmental requirements, union work rule changes, and so forth, that would negate the effects of 
tecbn I 'cal' , , .. , ,0 q&,', ,lmP'I"()VC,m)~l$ •. ' 

·Ale»>/\. 'fa,:k lFllne nTh <tJ iFO hl' ,,'JlI\)Ir.' :Pr'lhkm~. hm!'~ Pllpa: ilkllfijication mnf lJi§ C5I HimB q:f Certain Fiml/lcil1f kClllllltillf: alld 
Rq){lY'illll: h mn 'i aidi:H Ji, 1'1;: t~]j ; l 1" I I'" [, I w', .\Hw,,"On 1 ~~, B1B J. n:n!!: j A7S, [,g. 3Z-J.l\ I.. Y:JlR' ,~gnp~n .Jl-.#7 ;mtl ·1-l1l. 



The AICPA & the Bar vs. the IRS 

Further, because the IRS positionorl Section 481 (a) 
adjustment could affect other UFO changes, .and 
because there is an implicit issue regarding definition 
of item, we believe this Is the most sllbstantlve 
change proposed to LIFO since the 1961 dol/ar
value regulations. It is not clear the IRS under
stands the significance of the Issue, and the 
underlying accounting issues." 

Did the IRS really understand the significance of 
the whole matter? Well, just in case it didn't, the 
AICPA submitted a report on the "Propriety of Using 
the Components-of-Cost Method of Computing a 
LIFO Price Index" just to help the Service better 
"understand" the significance of the issue. 

This thirteen page Position Paper (dated April 
13, 1992) was submitted by Leonard Podolin, Chair
man of the Tax Executive Committee of the AICPA. 
Not surprisingly, the Position Paper concluded that 
the IRS should not seek to prohibit use of the 
components-of-cost method ... or that if it did, "in no 
event should the application of any new rules be 
made retroactive" and "at a minimum, proposed 
regulations should be published so as to provide 
corporate taxpayers and others the opportunity to 
comment on this significant issue." 

This AICPA Position Paper on C-O-C includes a 
lengthy historical perspective going back to Herbert 
McAnly's address in 1941 . This perspective (on page 
4) references a number of other IRS-practitioner 
group interactions in the mid-'50s, including the dis
cussions of the draft of the proposed revenue ruling 
on C-O-C in May, 1954. In the context of the 1954 
proposed revenue ruling, the AICPA Issues Paper 
states that "it was clear to both the Treasury and the 
Advisory Group that the components-of-cost method 
was appropriate for tax purposes." 

It adds that in lieu of a revenue ruling, when the 
final dollar-value LIFO regulations were adopted in 
1961, since the regulations reflected the broad natu
ral business unit concept of pooling, certain ex
amples involving components-of-cost issues were 
no longer appropriate, and, thus, were not contained 
in the regul~tions. 

The AICPA strengthened its position on C-O-C 
by adding that in March of 1985, the Securities and 
Exchange Commission staff took the unusual step of 
endorsing the 1984 AICPA LIFO Issues Paper in 
Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB) No. 58. Based on the 
acceptance by the SEC of the 1984 LIFO Issues 
Paper conclusions relative to C-O-C, the AICPA 
added that "if the components-of-cost method is 
permissible or even preferable under generally ac-

(Continued from page 14) 

cepted accounting prinCiples, then it. ought to be 
equally acceptable for income tax purposes." 

It added: "the link between tax and financial 
reporting is especially stronQin the area of LIFO 
accounting because of the LIFO conformity require
mentcontainedin the Gode. Moreover, the use of 
either the product cost or components-of-cost method 
is so intertwined with the type of cost accounting 
system employed by the company , it is.inconceivable 
that a company could use one method for tax pur
poses and the other method for book purposes." In 
other words, Schedule M-1 adjustments in tax re
turns were out of the question. 

After referring to statements by the Administra
tion andby the Internal Revenue Service that one of 
their goals wasto·simplifY the administration of the 
tax laws, the AICPA added that the inability of 
companies to use the same underlying LIFO cost 
system for tax and financial purposes would intro
duce tremendom~ complexity into the system ... exactly 
what the Adtninistration and the IRS had publicly 
stated they hoped to avoid. 

Here are the AICPA's reasons why the IRS 
should permit components-of-cost. 

• C-O-C clearly reflects income. 

~ C~O-C represents the best accounting 
tice in many circumstances. It is ....... · ...... i,,~ 
sible, ifnot preferable, under GAAP and 
SEC SAB No. 58 has endorsed the 1 
AICPA Issues Paper. 

• C-O~Chasa I(mg history of acceptability. 
Change after such a long period of accep
tance would be fundamentally unfair. 

• Use of the C-O-C method was specifically 
provided for by the original drafters of the 
dollar-value LIFO Regulations. 

Disallowance of the C-O-C method will re
quire massive and very expensive systems 
changes for the many manufacturing com
panies that use the method. 

• Many companies may not be able at all to 
change to the total product cost method. 

Summary: the AICPA Position Paper of April, 
1992 urged moderation and toleration by the IRS in 
dealing with components-of-cost issues. It also 
urged a "soft landing" or at least one that would avoid 
the greatly-feared Section 481(a) adjustment which 
would fully tax C-O-C users on their LIFO reserves as 
partoftheir required transition. This brings us to the 
Commissioner's reply. 

see THE AICPA & THE BAR VS. THE IRS, page 18 
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Mr. Leonard Podolin, Chairman 
Tax Exet=utivo'ColDmittee 
AmericanJnstj,i1lte of ~ed Pobli" Accountants 
1455 Pel;lliSyl:v8ni.Aven~, N.W. 
Washington, D.C~ 20(){)4·1007 

Dear Mr. Podolin: 

July 31, 1991 

Thank you (or your letter .of April 13, 1992, on behalf of the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants addres$ing ~propri!;ty ofusing the compo~enl$.of-cost method of computing a LIFO price index. 

As yOu laiow,we:haveaiwn :this issue considerable attention. In the summer of 1991, we invited 
representativeS from'the M€PA·.lind: .theAmeriean Bar As$OCiation to discuss our specific concc:ms with the 
method. ,At that ~, .. ~.~:~. ~ ~~ .~alfsisor whethq the JnethQd ~. specifically ~ttedby the LIFO 
.~ons.apd~t:iQu1,~;.~gt:~ in which the mClJiod Could diSt9rt the measurement of taxable 
incoJne. lbO~oil~i~;~Ci~" ~mvited':bot11to address our legal analysis and to suggest specific 
components-or-cq$bDethOd$.'thiitW01Jld~avoid the probl~ we discussed. 

To,date, yourJetteris the only response to the invitation. We have carefully reviewed your comments, 
as well as argumenl$madeiby~itic\~payeJ'$ and at. practitioner meetings. It is our conclusion that the UFO 
regulationsdo:nQI':~p4J!u:illIY:iilJ:", ..•. ',t~«~~)of cost components tlS uems in the computation '0/11 UFO 
price index undet'thC;d~lllt"~.luc:' ,. . .. ' in_tory ,method.' Since .~.' there is nD stllndard methDdDIogy fDr 
co"'Putinlinil~' ilni!titbeCiJmpo~~"'IiI'"'CiJst methDd; any particu/ilr appliclltiDn 'Of the components-oJ
cost met/rtjd'lnusl'thuti/ore1Je eXlliirinedtodetetmme whether it clearly reflects mcome. 

After reviewing with.QU1'.~s,thc various possible applications of the components.of-cost method, we 
have concllJdedthatthe methocl'~", 1he,potential to distort mcollle by permitting a taxpayer to deduct as the cost 
of $oodssold an ~c»utt ~ter~. ~~,~t cost C)f~ti~g tIle inYentoJY so~d. SQ",e applications 'Of the 
methDdcan converltlie.Chil".~inthe.CompDnent mixl9/1en.DCcIl$iQned bytechnolDgictzllldvllnces) intD 
apparent injltztiD'ilintheeosto/!lhei!i'veniory; even thDugh over,a,flprDduct CDSts ~Ilve nDi increQSed. 

This is Ilotan~ analysis of the issue. As you point out in your letter, the Service took the same 
position over a ~q~ ~ ago in a publicly released Technical AdviceM~orandum. You also mention a 
number of other('mt~.l'.$Q~;thllt,taxpayers mllY bave relied upon in the. adoption pr retention of the 
components;,of"'CQ~'#l ·~':'i(~.~i~~.do· not constitute official pronoun~~tsof the $ervice that . should 
engenderreasonatJlc,:, ..... ' \~)i~~i~~i:;;YiM~~yer, weare convinced that tllXpt1J'er~eliqnceDnDur failure tD 
subsequently issuea'''evtdtuei;i4Urg/W9ljldi#)e~:'!'isplaced and accDrded no Weight in judicialproceedings. 

We share your concemthat~eJi18)iuracturers may not have sufticient product-cost information to 
easily abandott thecomponents~r.iippi,?cll~A:1iI1, in faet, it is nDt 'Our position that aU applicatiDns 'Of 
the method wiIJdistort meOme. 'We;w~ai)Wertoidcmijfy practicable applications of the method that will 
achieve acceptabl~res1l1ts(even if'the~~~!s~~~~:~j~~ti~rin .u' cases to a product-cost approach). In the 
meantime, hoWeVet;we.,~li~eitisll~Pri:~t!;tp,c:q~illilie:,'the ~amination of the method used by particular 
taxpayers toen5lJreCOlllpli~ce with the stahitotYrequi_entfhat illcome be clearly reflected. 

We also. . substantial assistance in:discussing the parameters of the components-::s .... m.: ..... !..·.i.S.wSUCb' ... en .. and .', . . . ,apdwor.qlbleiSQI:utj'~~;:"~/(a:c'we:hopedtobegin such a dialogue last 
... Whitewehav'eY~'.of,>·> ',($pec:jficsuggestions on the methods 

di"lltmts·to'bc .' . . we are h~~" )~~can be a springboard to a useful 
~ijje':,Q(, ' .•. "., '. . ..' a COPYofit11is';, ~~~pr:actitioner groups and making it 
avli1ai.e,t(),\thej.,~sin the . interested parties Wili,jolnm;this;effort 

Abraham N.M;·Ol)·~ !1~51lIy, 



The AICPA , the Bar VS. the IRS 

THE COMMISSIONER REPLIES 

Shortly after receiving the AICPA's Position Pa
per on C-O-C, the Commissioner and the IRS Chief· 
Counsel jointly replied in a brief letter. (See previous 
page.) They said: " •• .ftlsourconcluslonthatLlFO, 
regulations donol specifically periniUhe use of 
cost components' as items" in the dollar-value 
LIFO computations. 

They added that since there was no standard 
components-of-cost methodology or application, any 
one taxpayer's use of a C-O-C method ~must there
fore be examined to determine whether it clearly 
reflects income." The clear reflection of income 
language reflects the statutory wording found in both 
Sections 471 and 472. 

The letter expressed the IRS concern that the 
components-of-cost method has the potential to dis
tort income in situations where changes in the com~ 
ponent mix are translated into "apparent inflation in 
the cost ofthe inventory, even though overall produc
tion costs have not increased." 

The IRS letter stated that the Service's analysis 
is not a new one: "The Service took the same pOSition 
over a dozen years ago in a publiclyteleasea Tech
nical Advice Memorandum." This would be TAM 
7920008 dated February 12, 1979 which was subse
quently followed by General Counsel Memorandum 
(GCM) 38478. 

With respect to the AICPA's lament of "unfair
ness" if the IRS were to change its, mind on this issue 
after so many years of acceptance, the Letter said 
simply that "we are convinced thaI taxpayer reli
ance on our failure to subsequently Issue a 
revenue ruling would be misplaced and accorded 
no weight in Judicial proceedings." So much for 
sympathy or thanks for all youi' help over the years! 

Read my lips: The I RS letter says that it is not the 
position of the IRS that all applications of the C-O-C 
method will distort income. Rather, on a case-by
case basis, it will be necessary to look at each 
taxpayer's C-O-C methodology to determine whether 
it produces a distortion of income. 
POST-LETTER AFTERMATH 

In discussing the Commissioner's letter at a 
subsequent meeting of the American Bar Associa
tion Tax Section, an IRS representative (Kenneth 
Kempson) identified three concerns that the Service 
sought assistance from practitioners in working out. 

The first concern related to when a component 
becomes a new or a different item. The second 
involved wrestling with how to separate production 
efficiencies out of the computational results. The 

(Continued, frp01PQgeUU 
';"., ;", :::~' ,";':t,.:, :;,,:>:~,[{~):;::::,~.:,,:: .;,:' :. .' , 

third issueim~~lv~idet~f:mir1ing how units of inven
tory (Le" :()y,et~1~~~i:j!'i.t,~jfJS)'shouldbe measured, 
especiall~,\lVrn,~fl(;'pv~rn~dissubstituted for labor 
withQut aninO~f:l,~sitijhp,~c;lduct:efficiencyand when a 
varjant:of~t~~<e .;,':~~~'l$-of-:cost method is used 
reflectingthea:i11ptloi1' that there is a constant 
ratio of overhEUI(l'tO,latlpr. 

These concernsal'f:},'disclIssed more fully on 
page .. ?2 in the discussion orlFlS Fh:Jlil1gs on C-O-C. 

Mr. Kempson placed one'irnP,ortant qualification 
on his comments, lest they; be+4~a~r$t()od to imply 
that if a taxpayer's accounting methdCl:satisfied Gen
erally Accepted Accounting Principle~'{~AAP), then 
that method would automatically be aGCeptedt>y the 
IRS. He b~ervedthatthe regulationsui'lder Section 
446 had just been amended to support the IRS 
position thateven ,ifataxpa,yer'$ accounting method 
satisfied GMP, it would not necessarily be accept
able for inc:;ome tax purposes. As amended, the 
reg.tllatibhsmandate that "clear reflection of income" 
is the ultii:n~te. standard which must be met to the 
satista-ctio'n,·of the Commissioner. For a more com
pletediscussion of Mr. 'Kempson's remarks, see Tax 
Notes, Se,ptP,ber' 1, .,t$,~2:page'1260'(''Official Details 
ServiceC~¢ernsabOOtGomponents-of-CostMethod1. 

In addition to Mr. Thrower's letter discussed on 
pages 10-12, another follow upto the Commissioner's 
letter was a letter from the AICPA requesting an 
extension of the transition rule de.adline contained in 
Revenue Procedure 92-20 (which had been issued 
earlier in the year). The extension requested would 
have allowed manufacturers using C-O-C methods 
more time to consider the implications of the T reasury
IRS position expressed in the July 31, 1992 letter. 

Since there was no clear guidance as to how the 
National Office, would. be handling requests for 
changes in C~O-C accounting methods, concern had 
.arisen because ofthe difference in results involving 
a Section 481 (a) adjustment. The Service declined 
to extend the transition rule deadline beyond Sep
tember18, 1992, the date originally set in Revenue 
Procedure 92-20. 
SO ••• WHERE ARE WE NOW 

••• AFTER ALL THESE YEARS? 
The last entry in the SO-Year C-O-C Timeline 

indicates where we are noW. And that is just about 
where we started with the IRS in the mid-50s. A 
weeks ago, the AICPA Tax Accounting Technical 
Resource Panel formed a Task Force to provide 
input to the Treasury and the IRS on the compo
nents-of-cost issue. Great. As we have for the last 
50 or so years, we'll just have to wait and see what 
comes along next. * 

~Ph~OIOCOP~Y~ing~or~R~epn~'~nli~ng~Wi~Kho~UI~p~er~m~iss~ion~ls~p~roh~Ib~fted~~~~~*.' ~~~~~~~A~a~uart~er~ly~lJpd~aI~. of~L~ .. IF~O~. N~_~' v~iews~an~d~ld_~ 
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. it.. DianutiCtWior;Wiag~·;~ijptsUie:d~nilt~~8i. tn:6trieOtOclin Year Orie, and cld to use· the link-chain 
method to computo,tbe UFO vallie of its· inventory in a sinslc Na~ BUsiness Unit (NBU) pool. At the end 'of 
Year One, the qxpayer has a single:w:idget in its inventory, composedoftbe following costs: 

Material 1 unit @ $ 2.00 = 
Labor 2 units @ S.OO = 
Overhead 1 unit @ 1.00 = 

$ 2.00 
10.00· 

1.00 
1lJ..gg 

Because the taxpayer adopted the LIFO method for Year One, the Year One price index will be 100%. 

In Year Two, the taxpayer manufactures another widget, but because of a more efficient production process 
needs only one labor unit to manufacture it The Year Two costs to produce the widget are: 

CurreDl-Year ~ost • 

Material 1 @ $ 2.50 = 
Labor 1 @ 8.00 -
Overhead 1 @ I.S0 = 

Material 1 unit @ $ 2.S0 - $ 2.S0 
Labor 1 unit @ 8.00 - 8.00 
Overhead 1 unit @ 1. SO . = ---UQ 

~ 

$ 2.50 1 @ 
8.00 1 @ 
1.50 1 @ 

wag 

PriQr-Yg)! Cost •• 

$ 2.00 ... $ 2.00 
5.00 - 5.00 
1.00 ... -1.2Q 

L.IJ!Sl 

• Year Two Quantity times (x) Year Two Costs •• Year Two Quantity times (x) Year One Costs 

Thetaxpaycr's Year Two price index is 150% (determined by dividing the S12.00 current-year cost by the 
S8;OOpriol'"y,ear cpst). UQderthelink~hain metb0d, thecumlihltiveindcxis 150% (detennine4 by multiplying the 
lS~.4Y~tWC,N~~~iI'l,4exby~e·lOO% YearQnepriceindex), Accordinsly, the taxpayers ending inventoJY at 
base-year cost is$8»)~.9:.(d.~cnninedbydividing the$12.00c\llTCJ1t~yearcost by the cumulative index of lSOO.4). 

When the taxpaycrdetetmined its total prior-year cost in Year Two, it multiplied the Year One costs by the 
Year Two quantitY. T~t'.$~\to:a~tetmine theprior .. year.'C0~ of'la"ot, the taxpayer multiplied the $5.00 Year One 
labor cost by the one;liriit:,o~.·:t.berrequired to manura¢~ the widget in Year Two. The problem with this 
approach is that inYeat\0n~~\:·i~\).:inot'pO$sibleto manufacture a widget in a single hour. To the extent thlll,the 
priO, .. yetl1"s ktbQr'cO$t':i~:,..'fIl· .. ·lowi the tot at priQr-yearcosts, and thus the denominator used in 
calcuhztingthepriceinll~i.",: ~airliJici411y low. This lower denominator results in a higher price index and 
a relatively /Qwer endingmvelt!i!ijy, 'liibtulli-yeiu' cost. 

In contrast, if prior-year l~boiw.~utS reflcct the inputs at which the widget could have been produced in Year 
One,priO("year"labQr ~$tswo~,4:t~·'~.;liQt~Q;(~;:~9~;~~!~S)I~Q),:~;thctCi)t~.prior year's costs would be $13.00. 
The <Yeatmwolpfice'ind~'''WOUfd;\ibe<'!~'~~<~~eI;npnea;ibY'dividing\cbrtent-year costs of S'12.00 by prior-year 
cOstsOfS13~00)~The 'cuJDulatiiVe pried index would be 92% •. Accotciingly, ending inventory at base-year cost 
would be $13.00 (determined by dividing. current-year costs ofS12.00by the cUJUulative index of 92%). 

In the above ex~lD)p'I~, 
coul.d not have ftI'~ltfn,-a) 
CQsts; tatlrer, 

De Filipps'LI"""".Il'''''' 

inventory at base~year cost is $8.00, even though the taxpayer 
00. Tlrisresult t/oesmore than merely alter thej1mv 0/ 

~;;:III,!e""o$.lribi.liI;Y ui$t,s undi!i'.tlie compQnents-o/-cost method/or 
costSto"ej11ilCes,jc"it~ Taxpayer's method, 

hiiher than thQseincuired.bytaxpayer in the CUT1'ent 
. our "iN that taxpayer's applictition· o/d.e components-o/-
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IRS RULIN:6'S0N 
COMPON,ENTS-OF-COST ,:MIETHO,DS 

IRS 
RUUNGS 

Some manufacturers have been using compo
nents-of-cost methods for about as long as LIFO has 
been around. And, in the real world beyond text
books, there is no single or universally applied com
ponents-of-cost method. Different manufacturers 
apply different components-of-cost techniques. But 
they all do essentially the same thing ... and that is to 
treat direct labor and overhead as separately distin
guishable items which are repriced as such in their 
LIFO computations. You can get a good idea of the 
kinds of C-O-C methods the IRS has challenged by 
reading the descriptions of the methods used by the 
taxpayers involved in the rulings below. 

Given C-O-C's long and varied use, one might 
think that surely by now there would be an abundance 
of rulings by the IRS,on the subject. The,stark reality: 
There's nowhere to be found any official pronounce
ment setting forth the IRS position on C-O-C. The 
closest to any "official" or precedential guidance on 
the issue is in a letter sent by the IRS Commissioner 
to the AICPA on July 31, 1992. 

As the summaries show, over the last 40 years 
there have been only a few assorted "rulings" by 
the IRS dealing with components-of-cost issues. ' 

• TAMIL TR 792000s-February 12, 1979 

• GCM 38478-August 25,1980 
• Commissioner's Letter-July 31, 1992 

• IRS Memo-July 31, 1992 
(Released seven years later as FSA 1999-
622) 

• TAMIL TR 9405005 
• TAMIL TR 9445004 

• Field Service Advice 20001 0009 

One favorab(e progression over time in the rUl
ings relates to tt:Je acc!;lptance of the idea that a 
taxpayer will be permitted to modify its C-O-C method 
so long as the modified C-O-C method does not 
distort income (Le., as long as it clearly reflects 
incom'e). This appears in both TAM/LTR 9405005 
and also in FSA 200010009. 

On the ominous side, one disturbingprogression 
is that if a taxpayer does not have adequate books 
and records ... which may be the case for many 
taxpayers ... then the IRS can terminate the LIFO 
election and requIre a Section 481 (a) adjustment to 
pick up the entire LIFO reserve as income. 

INSIGHTS FROM OTHER IRS SOURCES 
In addition to this handful of rulings, there are two 

other sources of. information on the IRS position and 
concerns over C~O-C. One source is a record of 
some of the remarks made shortly after the Commis
sioner issued her letter on July 31, 1992. 

In discussing the Commissioner's letter shortly 
after its release at a meeting of the American Bar 
Association Tax Section, an IRS representative (Ken
neth Kempson) identified three questions or con
cerns troubling the IRS about C-O-C. The first 
concern related to when a component becomes a 
new or a different item. The second involved wres
tling with how to separate production efficiencies out 
of the computational results. The third issue in
volved determining how units of inventory (Le., over
head items) should be measured, especially when 
overhead is substituted for labor without an increase 
in product efficiency and when a variant of the compo
nents-of-cost method is used reflecting the assumption 
that there is a constant ratio of overhead to labor. 

see IRS RULINGS ON C-O-C METHODS, page 22 

SUMMARY OF HOLDINGS ... FIVE SCARY THOUGHTS 
• Components-of-cost methods are not authorized by the regulations, but they may be accepted by the IRS 

if the results they produce clearly reflect income. 
• Prior acceptance by the IRS in earlier audits does not prevent the IRS from changing its mind at a later date 

in a later audit and questioning the validity of the C-O-C method used at that time. 
• A taxpayer using a components-of-cost method may be allowed to stay on LIFO if it can modify its C-O-C 

method to one that does not distort income and that is acceptable to the Service. 
• If the taxpayer is required to change from (or within) its C-O-C method, a Section 481 (a) adjustment will be 

required. 
• 'More recently, the IRS has introduced the importance of maintaining adequate "books and records" in 

support of LIFO calculations by taking the position that withOut adequate backup for alternative calculations, 
termination of the LIFO election is warranted and permiSSible. 

~Ph~OIOC~OP~Y~lno~o~r R~ep~ri~nll~no~WI~lh~OUl~p~8~rm~lss~lon~l~s P~ro~hlb~b~ed~~~~~*~~~~~~~A!!!O!!!!Uarl~' 8~rly!!!!Upd!!!!!!ate~oI!!!!l!!!IF~O~. News!!!!, ~. v!!!!I8WII~an!!!!d !!!!Ideas~ 
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DATE 

Janwuy 1~1 

February 1979 

August 1980 

July 1992 

October 1993 

April 1994 

November 1999 

REFERENCE 

Reg. Sec. 1.472 

TAMlLlR 

7920008 

GCM38478 

IRS Memo 

July 31, 1992 

TAMlLlR 

9405005 

TAMlLlR 

9445004 

FSA 200010009 

COMMENTS OR HOLDINGS 

• First issuance of regulations authorizing tbe dollar-value LIFO method. 

• No specific·reference to C-O-C methods ... No examples or illustration of C-O-C. 

• Direct labor is not an "item." 

• If a components-of~ method is used, the results must clearly reflect income. 

• "Clear reflection of income" is a question of fact. 

• Descn'bes standards that C-O-C also must satisfy. 

• Can't value layers at less than the costs actually incurred. 

• Copsistent use of method by the taxpayer or acceptance of its use in prior audits by 
IRS does not prevent IRS from questioning the use of this method in a later audit. 

• Raw materials, labor and overhead are not "items." 

• Classification of raw materials, goods-in-process and finished goods are too broad 
for "item" detennination purposes. 

• C~ method is not authorited·under the Regulations .. 

• Taxpayer's C-O-C application did not clearly reflect income; therefore, the taxpayer 
could not continue to use it. 

• Taxpayer should be changed to the total product cost method. 

• Section 481(a) adjustment is required ... Released in 1999 as ~ 1999-622 

• RegulatiQn5 do. not specifically permit C-O-C. 

• Taxpayer·s·C'()-C,~od did not clearly reflect income because it did not take into 
accowWteChnofogicaI changes. 

• Alternative otmodifiedC-O-C method could be used if it does not distort income; 
Otherwise, total product cost method would have to be used. 

• Various conditions and limitations. 

• Section 481(a) adjustment is required. Tax-payer can't avoid retroactive ctTect. 

• Involves the extension of a LIFO election from raw materials to include labor and 
overhead. 

• Labor and overhead can't be put in a pool separate from raw materials. 

• Som~hat favorable to taxpayers ... but impOses other conditions regarding pooling. 

• C~ method. used did not clearly rdlectineome because it did not account for 
cfficien~ gains in labor and overhead reaJizedby the taxpayer. 

• Taxpayer can stay on LIFO using C-O-C if it canqhl:lD8et()a method "akin" to total 
product· cost method. 

• Alternatively, if taxpayer doc.s not have adeql@~e books and .. ~rds. then the IRS 
can terminate the LIFO election and changethetaXpayet to FIFO. 



IRS Rulings onComponents-of-Cqst Methods 

One interesting observation Mr. Kempson made 
was the possibility that in later years when a business 
has qualitatively better labor, perhaps as a result of 
substituting more skilled labor for semi-skilled labor, 
this newer class of labor might be identified as a new 
item. This would be consistent with Hamilton Industries 
and Amity Leather Products and perhaps that would 
solve the concern or issue over labor inefficiencies. 

In connection with C-O-C concerns related to 
overhead computations, Mr. Kempson observed that 
rather than permitting a "burden theory of overhead" 
that winds up artificially inflating overhead by keying 
into labor costs, there might be a better alternative. 
This would be to more finely break down overhead 
into a series of subdivided computations. These 
subdivisions could involve square.foot per lease, depre
ciation per machine, property tax allocations on a 
square foot basis, and other similar correlations. 

IRS TRAINING MANUAL 
The IRS Training Manual is another source of 

information on how the IRS views the use of compo
nents-of-cost methods. Training Manual 3127-01 
(Chapter 5, Dollar-Value LIFO-Internal Index Meth
ods) states: 

"The components-of-cost method is a LIFO 
approach used by some taxpayers engaged 
in manufacturing. The components-of-cost 
method is not clearly authorized in the regula
tions and it is the Service's pOSition that the 
components-of-cost method is not permis
sible. 

"Consequently, a taxpayer who uses the 
method has the added burden of proving, to 
the satisfaction of the District Director, that 
the inventory value determined using the com
ponents-of-cost approach is the same as the 
inventory value determined by extending the 
physical inventory items by their unit cost." 

The IRS Manual contains an example that shows 
the ending inventory for a taxpayer valued using (1) 
the components-of-cost method and (2) the dollar
value, double extension method ... where these two 
methods, when applied to the same inventory data, 
produce the same ending inventory valuation. This 
rarely happens in the real world. 

NOTHING DIRECTL V ON POINT, BUT .•• 

The accompanying summaries reflect the lack of 
anything precedential (except for the Regulations, 
over which disputed interpretations abound). The 
early rulings give warning that the IRS is skeptical 

(Continued from page 20) 

about the useofC-O-C methods, to say the least. 
When one factors in the timing of several Tax Court 
cases involvingUFOcompwtation issues (seepages 
6-9), a more complete picture emerges. These 
cases are: WendleFord Sales, Inc. (1979); Amity 
Leather Products (1984); Hamilton Industries, Inc. 
(1991) and Consolidated Manufacturing, Inc. (1999). 

The IRS has achieved precedents with these 
case~)Nhich can only be regarded as greatly support
ing its opposition to the use of many components-of
cost methods being applied today. It should be 
remembered that not all C-O-C methods are cat
egorically prohibited; only those which do not "clearly 
reflect income" are prohibited. That is a deliciously 
ambiguous fine line of distinction. 

The timing of the issuance of Revenue Proce
dure 92-20 in March, 1992 also blends into the C-O
C controversy. This Revenue Procedure offered 
taxpayers "graded incentives" to encourage volun
tarycomplianceand voluntary requests for changes 
from improper accounting methods to acceptable 
methods before an IRS aUditstarted. When coupled 
with the July, 19921RS letter and Memo, it is evident 
that 1992 (if not also the year leading up to it) was a 
year of significant activity by all parties concerned 
with the C-O-C issue. 

Another piece in the C-O-C puzzle is the IRS 
Memo dated July 31, 1992-the same date as the 
Commissioner's letter to the AICPA. This was some
thing the public did not find out about until it was 
forced out of the IRS seven years later under the 
Freedom of Information Act. At that time, it was 
designated as FSA 1999-622. An introduction to (Le. 
in the first paragraph) the FSAIMemo states: "As you 
are aware the delay in our response was caused by 
the need for consideration at the highest level in 
the Service and Treasury." 

The last paragraph of the FSNMemo warns: 
"This document should not be disclosed to anyone 
outside the IRS, including the taxpayer involved, and 
its use within the IRS should be limited to those with 
a need to review the document in relation to the 
subject matter or case discussed herein." 

In all of this, what is most obvious is the silence 
or less-than forthright reticence on the part of the IRS 
and the Commissioner to face this troublesome issue 
more directly either in a Revenue Procedure or by 
amending the LIFO regulations. However, on sec
ond thought, the secrecy with which the IRS has 
guarded its deliberations involving C-O-C should not 
be surprising given the enormous impact that its 
adverse position has on countless (unsuspecting?) 
taxpayers. * 

~P~~O'~~~~Y~in~gO~r~R~~r~im~ing~WI~nh~om~pe~rm~iSS~jO~nl~sp~rO~hi~bk~~~~~~~*~~~~~~~A~Q~Ua~rte~rIY~U~~~~~e~~L~1F~O~-N~_~S~,V~I~~~~d~lde~~ 
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ISSUES 

I. Is direct labor an inventory item for the pwposes of 
computing the LIFO value of a dollar? 

.' 

2. Does a dollar-value index computed on tbe basis of 
cost element of material, labor and overhead clearly 
reflect the income in accordance with Reg. Sees. 1.472-
8(a) and 1.472-I(e)? 

3. May a taxpayer, through the use of a dollar-value 
index so computed, value its LIFO inventory layers at 
less than the cost it incurred in acquiring such LIFO 
inventory layers? 

4. If the taxpayer has consistently used its present 
method of LIFO inventory valuation during the past 
twenty years and no examination by the District Director 
has challenged the use of such present method, can the 
District Director compel the taxpayer to cbange from 
that method to another method of LIFO valuation? 

ISSUES 

1. Whether raw materials, labor and overhead constitute 
items for purposes of calculating the value of the 
taxpayer's inventory under the dollar-value LIFO 
metllod autllorized by Reg. Sec. 1.472-8. 

1. Whetller raw materials, goods in process, and finished 
goods constitute items for pwposes of calculating the 
value of the taxpayer's inventory under the dollar-value 
LIFO metllod authorized by Reg. Sec. 1.472-8. 

HOLDINGS 
1. NO ••• Direct labor is not an inventory item as 
contemplated in Reg. Sec. 1.472-8 with respect to the 
computation of indexes in valuing a natural business unit 
dollar-value LIFO pool. 

2. Whether a dollar-value index computed on the basis 
of cost elements of material, labor and overhead clearly 
reflect income in accordance with Reg. Sec. 1.472-8(a) 
and 1.472-l(e) is a question of fact. The taxpayer must 
establish to the satisfaction of the District Director that 
its use of the component cost concept will result in the 
same valuation of its inventories as the valuation it 
would otberwise derive if it extended physical inventory 
items or goods, taking into account only the material, 
labor and overhead content within each gOod. 

3. NO ••• The unit base year cost concept must be 
maintained. Moreover, the taxpayer cannot use a dollar
value index which wben computed will result in LIFO 
inventories layers being valued less than the costs 
incurred in acquiring such layers. 

4. YES ••• The District Director can compel the taxpayer 
to change the use of its present method of accounting 
notwithstanding the fact that such method has been used 
consistently over the past twenty years and 
notwitllstanding tlle fact that such method has previously 
been accepted by the IRS during previous audits. 

Taxpayer's use of tile component cost method is not 
clearly autllorized in the regulations. Therefore, taxpayer 
must prove that the use of such method will clearly 
reflect income. Otllerwise, tile District Director is 
justified in requiring tlle taxpayer to change its LIFO 
metllod to a metllod consistent witll Reg. Sec. 1.472-8. 

HOLDINGS 
I. Raw materials, labor and overhead do not constitute 
items for purposes of tile dollar-value metllod. 

The taxpayer should not be permitted to mechanically 
use base year· prices witll current technology in 
reconstructing base year costs since it factors out the 
effect of technological advancement on the cost of a 
product. 

2. Raw materials, goods in process, and finished goods 
are too broad of a classification for the definition of 
items under dollar-value LIFO. 

The taxpayer should consider each type of raw 
material as a separate item ratller than considering the 
different types of raw materials as one item. 
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1. Whether the regulations authorize the components of 
cost method of index calculation under the dollar-value 
LIFO method. Does the term "item" under tbe dollar
value LIFO method mean (1) raw materials, goods in 
process and finished products as used under the product 
cost method, or (2) raw materials, labor and overhead as 
used under the components-of-cost method? 

2. If the regulations do not authorize the method, 
whether the taxpayer is precluded from using the method 
because it does not clearly reflect income. 

3. If the components-of-cost method is to be 
disallowed, whether the Service should impose a Section 
481(a) adjustment 

ISSUES 

1. Does the taxpayer's application of the last-in, flrst-out 
(LIFO) components-of-cost method clearly reflect 
income? 

2. If not, what accounting method should the Service 
change the taxpayer to that clearly reflects income? 

1. The components-of-cost method of valuing LIFO 
inventories is not authorized under the regulations 

2. The taxpayer's application of this method does not 
clearly reflect. income. Therefore, it is not an appropriate 
method for valuing inventory under the LIFO 
regulations. 

3. The ta.~yer's use of this method should be 
disallowed and the taxpayer should be required to 
change to the product cost method for valuing inventory. 
A Section 481 (a) adjustment should be required. 

HOLDINGS 

1. NO ... Ta.~yer's components-of-cost LIFO method 
does not clearly reflect income because it fails to take 
into account efficiency gains in labor and overhead 
which the taxpayer experienced. 

2. Possible remedial adjusunents may be made. 

Otherwise, the Service should change taxpayer to a 
components-of-cost method that is akin to the total 
product cost method by factoring out productivity gains 
in the labor and overhead cost component 

ALTERNATIVELY: if the taxpayer does not maintain 
sufficient books and records to enable the Service to 
change the taxpayer to this method, the Se,."i« should 
terminate tllXpayer's LIFO election. 

No!e: 1711,\ fSA confall7s fhe lII()\f curren! al1d COil ".Ie JRS .1!({!emel1!I' O(OPf!O.l/flOl1 !() C-O-C lIler//(U/I (llld If 
a/Il) dl.IC/lI,le.1 a/fcnwfI\'e H'IIICdICS 
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• 
ISSUES 

1. Does Reg. Sec. 1.472(8)(e)(2)(i) specifically permit 
the taxpayer to use a so-called "components-of-cost" 
method? 

2. Does the taxpayer's use of the components-of-cost 
method result in its income being clearly reflected? 

3. Is the taxpayer required to change to a so-called 
"product-cost" method or may it use a components-of
cost method that clearly reflects its income? 

HOLDINGS 

1. NO ••• Reg. Sec.1.472-8(e)(2)(i) does not specifically 
permit the taxpayer to use the components-of-cost 
method to compute its LIFO price index under the 
dollar-value LIFO method. 

2. NO ••• Taxpayer's use of the components-of-cost 
method does not result in the clear reflection of its 
income ... because it does not properly take into account 
the technological changes which occurred during the 
years at issue. 

Accordingly, taxpayer's use of the components-of
cost method should be disallowed. 

3. Unless the taxpayer is able to demonstl'ate to the 
satisfaction of the Appeals Officer that an. alternative 
components-of-cost method does not distort income, the 
taxpayer will be required to change to a product-cost 
method of determining a price index. 

Although an accurate product cost method will result 
in the clear reflection of taxpayer's income, it is within 
the discretion of the Appeals Officer to approve any 
proposed mechanism of determining a price index, so 
long as it satisfies the concerns e.~ressed herein. 

4. If the taxpayer is not permitted to use the 4. NO ... the taxpayer may not apply this ruling without 
components-of-cost method, may this ruling be applied retroactive effect. 
without retroactive effect? 

S. If the taxpayer is not permitted to use the S. YES ••• a Section 481(a) adjustment is required 
components-of-cost method, is an adjustment required because a change from the components-of-cost method 
under Section 481(a) of the Code? is a change in method of accounting. 

ISSUES 

1. May the taxpayer that uses the "raw materials 
content" last-in, first-out (LIFO) inventory method 
extend its LIFO election to include labor and overhead 
costs previously valued under the rust-in, first-out 
(FIFO), inventory method by filing a Form 970, 
Application to Use LIFO Inventory Method? 

2. Are the taxpayer's labor and overhead costs eligible 
for inclusion in a different dollar-value LIFO inventory 
pool than its raw materials? 

3. If the taxpayer's extension of its LIFO election to 
include labor and overhead costs results in an 
impermissible method of pooling, may the taxpayer 
change to a permissible method of pooling? 

HOLDINGS 

1. YES ... the Ta"'P8yer may extend its LIFO election 
from the raw materials content method to include labor 
and overhead costs previously valued under the FIFO 
method by filing a Form 970. 

As long as no other changes are made to the existing 
raw materials pools, the taxpayer is not required to 
obtain the prior consent of the Commissioner . 

. 2. NO ... Under the principles for establishing multiple 
pools at Reg. Sec. 1.472-8(c)(3)(i), labOr and overhead 
costs are not eligible for inclusion in a LIFO pool 
separate from its raw materials. 

3. YES ... TIle taxpayer may change to a permissible 
method of pooling in the year under examination. 

If the taxpayer does not make appropriate changes 
to its pooling structure, then the District Director may 
determine as of the year under examination that the 
taxpayer's LIFO election for its labor and overhead costs 
may not be continued. 

~A~ou~art~e~rIY~U~~~~~ed~LlF~O~'~NN~S.~V~~~~~d~'d~e_~~~~~~~*~~~~~P~ho~t~~o~pY~in~g~or~R~~~rin~tin~g~w.~lth~O~~P@~rm~is~sio~n~'s~p~rOh~ib~"ed 
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FSA 200010009: TAXPAYER'S USE OF 
COMPONENTS-Of-COST METHOD 

FIELD 
SERVICE 
ADVICE DOES NOT CLEARLY REfLECT INCOME 

Field Service Advice 200010009 dated Novem
ber 12, 1999 sets forth the IRS' most recent denial of 
a manufacturer's use of a components-of-cost ap
proach in its LIFO calculations. 

In this FSA, there were two issues. The first was 
whether the taxpayer's application of the compo
nents-of-cost method clearly reflected income. If the 
taxpayer's use of a components-of-cost method did 
not clearly reflect income, the second issue concerned 
what accounting method the IRS should change the 
taxpayer to that would clearly reflect income. 

The FSA held that the taxpayer's components
of-costs method did not clearly reflect income be
cause it failed to take into account efficiency 
gains in labor and overhead which the taxpayer 
had experienced. 

As to the second issue, the FSA held that the IRS 
should change the taxpayer to a components-of-cost 
method that is akin to, or more like, the total product 
cost method by factoring out productivity gains in the 
labor and overhead cost components. 

Alternatively, the FSA held that if the taxpayer 
did not maintain sufficient books and records to 
enable the Service to change the taxpayer to a 
method more like the total product cost method, then 
the Service should change the taxpayer to the first
in, first-out (FIFO) method. In other words, in that 
case, the taxpayer should be taken off of LIFO. 

TAXPAYER'S C-Q-C METHODOLOGY 
The taxpayer is a manufacturer and is the parent 

company of an affiliated group of corporations with 
many separate production plants or facilities. As part 
of its LIFO election, it adopted the natural business 
unit (NBU) method of pooling, the earliest acquisi
tions cost method of determining current-year cost, 
and the link-chain method of determining its annual 
price inflation or deflation indexes. 

The taxpayer employed a components-of-cost 
method underwhich "items"of inventory were not the 
physical units in the stages of production, i.e., raw 
materials, work-in-process and finished goods. In
stead, the taxpayer's "items"were defined by refer
ence to the three cost components---raw material, 
labor, and overhead. As a consequence, one unit of 
a finished good is not inventoried as such. Instead, 
the components-of-cost method separately invento-

ries the quantities of input of material, labor and 
overhead necessary to manufacture the number of 
physical units of the product in the taxpayer's ending 
inventory. This is consistent with the AICPA 1984 
LIFO Issues Paper which defines the components
of-cost method as a method of applying dollar-value 
LIFO in which changes in the LIFO index are mea
sured by the weighted average increase or decrease 
in the component costs of material, labor and over
head that constitute ending inventory. 

The taxpayer's LIFO pool consisted of what it 
called "LIFO elements." These LIFO elements es
sentially were various categories of Raw Materials 
Labor and various categories of Overhead. In deter
mining the appropriate price index for its pool, the 
taxpayer computed a separate index for each plant 
location. Although plant locations changed to some 
degree over the years, the taxpayer's component-of
cost methodology had remained substantially un
changed. 

RAW MA TERIALS. Each distinct raw material 
was dOUble-extended, or repriced, at both end-of
the-year and beginning-of-the-year costs based on 
purchase costs during the last three months of the 
taxable year. The taxpayer used the resulting annual 
index in computing the cumulative index under its 
link-chain method. 

LABOR. The labor element or component was 
further broken down into specific products at some 
locations. In determining its overall price index for 
the pool, the taxpayer separately measured its labor 
output per hour for each separate facility. The input 
data used to determine the amount of labor in the 
taxpayer's ending inventory was also based on the 
last three months of production. Ultimately, how
ever, the taxpayer's labor component of its price 
index was based exclusively on the ratio of labor 
hours to labor dollars. 

OVERHEAD. The overhead cost component 
was sub-divided into multiple "items," including indi
rect labor, depreciation, insurance, obsolescence, 
taxes and purchased utilities. The taxpayer deter
mined a separate sub-index for each item based on 
the immediately preceding three months of relative 
through-put. These detailed overhead indexes were 
not derived by comparison of ratios, but were deter
mined based on observed economic price changes. 

~ 
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FSA 200010009: Taxpayer's Use of C-O-C 

During the IRS audit, the Examining Agent used 
standard cost comparisons at one of the taxpayer's 
plants, the Production Facility, to establish that the 
taxpayer had incurred labor efficiencies. Although 
the taxpayer did not disagree that it had experienced 
labor efficiencies at the Production Facility, it con
tended that almost all of its labor efficiencies (that 
were, in the aggregate, minimal) occurred in one type 
of manufacturing operation and that the Production 
Facility was primarily engaged in that one type of 
manufacturing. 

The taxpayer also contended that its primary 
manufacturing operations had remained substan
tially unchanged over the years because those op
erations were capital, rather than labo" intensive. 
Finally, the taxpayer contended that its Production 
Facility made up only a relatively small percentage of 
the total inventory in the taxpayer's natural business 
unit LIFO inventory pool. 

Without further elaboration, the FSA indicated 
that there were some indications that the taxpayer 
may also have experienced some overhead efficien
cies due to savings associated with utilities on newer 
equipment. 

IRS CONCERNS OVER 
THREE POSSIBLE C-Q-C DISTORTIONS 

The IRS has traditionally identified three distor
tions that may arise as a result of using the compo
nents-of-cost method. See the discussion on page 
22 of the expressions of these concerns in 1992 by 
the IRS. 

Any or all of the distortions can occur depending 
on the taxpayer's particular facts and circumstances. 
These distortions can be the result of: 

• Efficiency gain distortion; i.e., failing to re
flect efficiency gains. 

• Substitution of one item for another within a 
cost component (Le., "item within an item" 
distortions) . 

• Improper linkage resulting from the interde
pendence between the overhead and direct 
labor cost components (i.e., "double dip" or 
"frozen burden" distortions). 

FSA 2000 10009 points out that historically, some 
(Le., mostly IRS employees) have questioned whether 
the components-of-cost method comports with the 
regulations. It cites the letter dated July 31, 1992 
sent by then IRS Commissioner Shirley D. Peterson 
to Mr. Leonard Podolin, Chairman of the Tax Execu
tive Committee of the AICPA. 

(Continued) 

In that letter, the IRS Chief Counsel and the 
Commissioner stated that the current regulations 
neither specifically permit nor proscribe the use of the 
components-at-cost method. The letter also stated 
that each specific application of the components-ot
cost method would have to be evaluated as to 
whether or not it clearly reflected income. 

For the text of the Commissioner's letter, see 
page 17. 

In addition to citing this letter, the FSA referred to 
subsequent legislative proposals that have suggested 
eliminating or proscribing the use at the components
at-cost method, principally because of concerns over 
the possible distortions which might arise trom its 
use. None of the legislative proposals to abolish the 
use of components-of-cost methods, however, has 
been enacted. 

EFFICIENCY GAIN DISTORTION. The effi
ciency gain distortion occurs because component 
costing essentially reconstructs the base-year cost 
of products using technology available only in the 
current year. 

Thus, for example, if two direct labor hours are 
required to produce good X in the base year and, due 
to technological change or other factors, only one 
direct labor hour is required to produce good X in the 
current year, the components-of-cost method pro
duces the same result as if, under the total product 
cost method, one hour of direct labor was used to 
reconstruct the base-year cost at good X. 

The problem with this approach is that it can 
result in base-year costs that are below what it 
actually cost to produce good X in the base-year. 
This is a natural consequence of using the compo
nents-at-cost method because the quantity at each 
cost component in ending inventory will invariably 
relate to current production. See the example on 
page 19 which is taken trom TAMIL TR 9405005. 

ITEM WITHIN AN ITEM DISTORTIONS. The 
"item within an item" problem arises where taxpayers 
using the components-at-cost method do not main
tain different items of direct labor. 

Thus, if unskilled and skilled labor are treated as 
the same item, a change in usage from one hour of 
unskilled labor to one hour of skilled labor will result 
in the wage differential between unskilled and skilled 
labor being improperly treated as inflation. 

For example, it it currently takes two hours of 
unskilled labor, at $1 O/hr. to produce good X and the 
producer changes to using one hour of skilled labor 
at $20/hr. to produce good X, the total direct labor 
cost of producing good X has remained unchanged. 

see FSA 200010009: TAXPAYER'S USE OF C-O-C, page 28 
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FSA 200010009: Taxpayer's Use of C-O·C 

However, if the two classes of direct labor are treated 
as the same item, then the hourly wage differential 
would be improperly treated as 100 percent inflation 
($20/$10). 

DOUBLE DIP" OR "FROZEN BURDEN" DIS
TORTIONS. These problems arise because of the 
difficulty in independently quantifying and measuring 
the inflation factors inherent in overhead. Many cost 
accounting systems use direct labor hours or dollars 
as the basis for allocating indirect costs (i.e., over
head) to inventory items or goods. 

Computing a price index for overhead based on 
the change in the relationship between overhead and 
direct labor will superimpose any direct labor effi
ciency gain onto the overhead cost component even 
where direct labor efficiency gains are achieved by 
increasing overhead (e.g., depreciation on high-tech 
equipment) . 

For example, if a taxpayer incurs $1 of overhead 
per direct labor hour in the base- year and now incurs 
$2 of overhead per direct labor hour (due to labor 
efficiency gains) and taxpayer uses this relationship 
($21$1) as the basis for computing its price index, it 
will be deemed to have incurred 100 percent inflation 
[($21$1) = 2.0]. 

ISSUE #1: CLEAR REFLECTION OF INCOME 

In zeroing in on the first issue, the FSA observed 
that there is a common thread in the Commissioner'S 
July, 1992 letter to the AICPA, as well as in past 
legislative proposals to explicitly outlaw the use of the 
components-of-cost method. This common thread is 
simply that a components-of-cost method may not 
clearly reflect income if base-year cost is recon
structed using a different process or technology than 
actually existed in the base year. 

Under these circumstances, the result is that the 
base-year cost reconstruction using the technology 
in the cu rrent year (and the labor hours required in the 
current year) coupled with the prices in the base year 
(e.g., the wage rate per hour) results in a base-year 
cost lower than what the taxpayer could have actually 
produced the particular product for in the base-year. 

In this regard, the FSA directly quoted the follow
ing portion of the July, 1992 letter: 

"After reviewing with our staffs the various pos
sible applications ofthe components-of-cost method, 
we have concluded that the method has the potential 
to distort income by permitting a taxpayer to deduct 
as the cost of goods sold an amount greater than the 
current cost of creating the inventory sold. Some 
applications of the method can convert the changes 
in the component mix (often occasioned by techno-

(Continued from gage 27) 

logical advances) into apparent inflation in the cost of 
the inventory, even though overall product costs 
have not increased." 

The FSA added that because the taxpayer's 
components-of-cost LIFO methodology "does not 
have a mechanism to eliminate in its LIFO valu
ation the efficiencies in labor or overhead it has 
experienced," it fails to clearly reflect income. The 
fact that the taxpayer's component-of-cost method
ology did not produce any so-called double dip (or 
frozen burden) distortions, was not relevant in arriv
ing at this conclusion. 

The FSA emphasized that the principal objective 
of, and underlying rationale for, the use of the LIFO 
method is to take into account only inflationary price 
increases (or deflationary price decreases) at the 
product level. (See Amity Leather Products, Inc. v. 
Commissioner, 82 T.C. 726 (1984); Hamilton Indus
tries Inc. v. Commissioner, 97 T.C. 120 (1991).) 

In this case,. the taxpayer's components-of-cost 
method did not properly measure inflation because it 
included efficiency gains from the use of different 
processes andlor technology than actually existed in 
the base year as if those gains were factors in 
computing pure inflation. 

The FSA also pointed out that there was evi
dence that for at least a portion of the taxpayer's total 
inventory (i.e., the inventory at the Production Facil
ity), the taxpayer had incurred or experienced labor 
efficiencies. Finally, there were also some indica
tions that overhead efficiencies were experienced, 
although these efficiencies had not been quantified. 

Although the taxpayer agreed that there were 
efficiencies, it argued that the labor efficiencies were 
associated almost exclusively with the manufactur
ing process done at the Production Facility, which 
were different from the primary manufacturing pro
cesses carried on at other plants. 

The taxpayer also unsuccessfully argued that 
the standard cost comparisons at the Production 
Facility were not representative of the entire natural 
business unit pool because the Production Facility 
represented only a small percentage of the NBU 
pool. 

The FSA authors believed that the actual labor 
efficiencies which the agent demonstrated at the 
Production Facility were sufficient to illustrate, by 
example, the flaws in the taxpayer's overall use of 
its particular components-of-cost method of ac
counting. 

In further support of its conclusion, the FSA 
authors noted that the Producer Price indexes pub-

~ 
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lished by the United States Bureau of labor Statistics 
(BlS) reflected only modest productivity increases 
for the taxpayer's industry as a whole during the 
applicable period. This, they felt, provided some 
corroborative support for the position that the stan
dard cost information from the Production Facility 
was sufficient to establish that the taxpayer's compo
nents-of-cost method did not clearly reflect income. 

In citing authority for what it was about to con
clude on this issue, the FSA stated that pursuant to 
Section 446, the Commissioner has broad powers to 
determine whether an accounting method used by a 
taxpayer clearly reflects income. (United States v. 
Hughes Properties, Inc., 476 U.S. 593 (1986); Com
missioner v. Hansen, 360 U.S. 446 (1959); Ansley
Sheppard-Burgess Co. v. Comm., 104 T.C. 367 
(1995).) 

Additionally, the courts may not interfere with the 
Commissioner's determination under section 446 
unless it is clearly unlawful or plainly arbitrary, i.e., an 
abuse of discretion. {Thor Power Tool Co. v. Comm., 
439 U.S. 522 (1979); Cole v. Comm., 586 F.2d 747 
(9thCir.1978),cert.denied,441 U.S.924(1979).) In 
order to prevail against an IRS-proposed change in 
method, the taxpayer must prove that the 
Commissioner's determination is arbitrary and capri
cious or without sound basis in law or fact. (Ansley
Sheppard-Burgess Co. v. Comm., 104 T.C. 367; 
Ford Motor Co. v. Comm., 102T.C. 87 (1994), aff'd, 
71 F.3d 209 (6th Cir. 1995).) 

(Continued) 

clearly reflects income is a question of fact whiCh 
must be decided on a case-by-case basis. PenInsula 
Steel Products & Equipment Co. v. Camm., 78 T.C. 
1029 (1982). The Commissioner's determination as 
to the proper method of accounting for inventory 
must be upheld unless it is shown to be plainly 
erroneous. (Lucas v. Kansas City Structural Steel 
Co., 281 U.S. 264 (1930); Hamilton Industries, 97 
T.C. 120 (1991 ).) The Service may not, however, 
require the taxpayer to change to another method 
that does not clearly reflect income. (Dayton Hudson 
Corporationv. Comm., 153 F.3d 660 {8th Cir. 1998).) 

WHERE LIFO IS INVOLVED, 
THE COMMISSIONER HAS EVEN MORE 
DISCRETION TO FORCE METHOD CHANGES 
The FSA pointed out that in issues involving 

LIFO, the Service appears to have more discretion in 
changing a taxpayer's method of accounting and/or 
proposing adjustments. Two arguments are ad
vanced in this regard. 

8m, Reg. Sec. 1.472-3{d) provides that the 
taxpayer's continued use of the LIFO method and the 
propriety of all LIFO computations is to be deter
mined by the Commissioner in connection with the 
examination of the taxpayer's return. 

Second, Reg. Sec. 1.472-4 provides that the 
taxpayer is not even permitted to change to the LIFO 
method unless it agrees to adjustments incident to 
the use of such method in inventories of prior years 
or otherwise as the District Director may deem nec-

SUMMARY: The FSA authors believed that the essary in order to clearly reflect income. Reg. Sec. 
Examining Agent had established that the taxpayer 1.472-3{d) permits the Service to condition a 
had actually experienced labor and overhead effi- taxpayer's continued use of LIFO on making adjust-
ciency gains. The taxpayer's components-of-cost ments the Service reasonably believes are neces-
method failed to take into account those labor and sary in order for the taxpayer's method to clearly 
overhead efficiencies in computing its inflation in- reflect income. 

dexes for the year. Accordingly, the FSAheid that the In this FSA case, several different courses of 
taxpayer'scomponents-of-costmethoddid not clearly action are offered as being available to the Service. 
reflect income. 

First, the Service could attemptto adjustthe taxpayer's 
ISSUE #2: WHAT CORRECTIVE STEPS labor component index computation for productivity 

SHOULD BE TAKEN? experienced at the Production Facility. 

The second issue concerned what corrective Another possibility is thatthe Service could make 
steps or action should be taken because the taxpayer adjustments to the taxpayer's labor index based on 
used a components-of-cost method that did not some external measure of labor productivity. An 
clearly reflect income. acceptable external measure might be the "all manu-

As precedent, the FSA stated that the facturers" labor productivity index published by the 
Commissioner's determination with respect to clear BlS or the specific labor productivity measured by 
reflection of income is entitled to more than the usual the BlS for the 4-digit Standard Industrial Classifica-
presumption of correctness, and the taxpayer bears tion code for this industry. However, such an adjust-
a heavy burden of overcoming a determination that a ment could only be made if the Examining Agent 
method of accounting does not clearly reflect in- determined that the external index chosen was suit-
come. (Hamilton Industries v. Comm., 97 T.C. 120 able, reliable, and accurate for the taxpayer. 
(1991 ).) Whether a particular method of accounting 

see FSA 200010009: TAXPAYER'S USE OF C-O-C, page 30 
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The FSA authors indicated their belief that the 
best course of action would be to request the tax
payer to provide internal standard cost informa
tion and the extent of productivity based on these 
costs that would fairly represent the efficiency gains 
applicable to the taxpayer's natural business unit 
pool. Based on this information, the taxpayer's price 
index would be decreased accordingly. 

The FSA added that there is no established 
method for evaluating overhead efficiencies. One 
possibility is that the taxpayer's overhead could be 
reallocated based on direct labor hours and then 
adjusted by the same labor efficiency factor deter
mined for the direct labor cost component. 

The authors indicated that such taxpayer-spe
cific adjustments would be reasonable and would 
directly remedy the specific problems associated 
with the taxpayer's components-of-cost method. The 
FSA authors believed this approach would be rea
sonable and legally sustainable. However, the cre
ation of an internal index of efficiency or productivity 
gains may be very difficult for a taxpayer to imple
ment to the satisfaction of an IRS examining agent. 

WORST CASE SCENARIO: 
TAKE THE TAXPAYER OFF LIFO. 
The FSA went on to state that if the taxpayer did 

not possess, or was unwilling to provide, the internal 
standard cost information from which "taxpayer-spe
cific adjustments" could be made, then the taxpayer 
should be changed to the FIFO method. 

(Continued from page 29) 

REFERENCE TO 
CONSOLIDATED MANUFACTURING, INC. 

The FSA concluded with a reference to the Tax 
Court case, Consolidated Manufacturing, Inc. In 
part, this case held that Section 446(b) would permit 
the Commissioner to terminate a taxpayer's method 
of accounting if that method does not clearly reflect 
income and to require the taxpayer to use a method 
that does clearly reflect income. 

The FSA added that "Significantly, the Court also 
indicated that Reg. Sec. 1.472-3(d) gives the Service 
discretion to determine when a taxpayer's applica
tion to use LIFO should be approved or continued. In 
addition, the Court also noted that Rev. Proc. 79-23, 
1979-1 C.B. 564, does not provide an exclusive list of 
situations in which the Service may terminate a 
taxpayer's LIFO election. 

"Moreover, the Court held that one of the grounds 
enumerated for termination in Rev. Proc. 79-23 is a 
taxpayer's failure to properly elect the LIFO method 
and concluded that because the taxpayer did not 
elect LIFO for the entire good, its election was indeed 
improper because, when taken together, these costs 
do not represent earlier produced goods. Instead, 
they represent the cost component input quantities 
relating to the most recently produced goods." 

In this regard, the FSA also cited Mountain State 
Ford Truck Sales Inc. v. Commissioner, 112 T.C. 58, 
82 (1999) to the effect that it suggested that failure by 
the taxpayer to state its inventories at cost warrants 
the termination of its LIFO election under Sec. 3.01 
(c), Rev. Proc. 79-23 ... even though the Service did 
not in fact terminate that taxpayer's LIFO election. 

These references indicate that the IRS is looking 
to the favorable decisions in more recent cases to 
broaden its base of attack against LIFO elections, 
whether C-O-C is involved or not. * 
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SUPERLIFO"" ... FAIR PRICES 
GREAT RESULTS 

20 FEATURES & ADVANTAGES 
" 

One low price includes everything: Entire Malce/Mode1 database, index calculations, LIFO Reserve computations, 
proof reconciliations, correspondence and projections. 

No set-up charges, add-ons or multiple year obligations. 

Easy to install and use ... user-friendly .. , Y2K compliant. 

Anyone in your office can do all the LIFO calculations. The high quality result will always be the same. You can 
delegate all the work and review or eyeball the results at a glance. 

Changing over to SUPERLIFO'" is easy. Just enter the LIFO layer history and the average base costs or the 
beginning of the year inventory. 

Your clients will be impressed. Report quality is superior to drat 0/ all others. Reports are easy to read and 
understand and display all calculations. 

AU vehicle units and dollars are tied out to the penny and displayed. Sec immediately that all units and dollars are 
there ... no more, no less. 

Printed report includes complete Make/Model database used in that dealer's LIFO calculations. No one else offers 
this rejerence for IRS documentation. 

Each report includes a printout of NEW ITEMS by item category by units and dollar amounts. Any changes involving 
new item classification can be made in seconds. No one else offers this great evaluation tool for IRS documentation. 

Save even more ... Other SUPERLIFO'" report schedules can be used for inventory control, floor plan verification and 
audit back-up. No one else offers projessional schedules like these that are tied out to the penny and can be included 
as part of your professional engagement workpapers. 

Projections are efficient, /1ISt, impressive-looking and profitable. Projections are integrated with all proofs, 
reconciliations, sullllIUU)' and comparative reports and tratismittal correspondence to document the work. Instantly 
shows results for strategtc tax planning and compliance with year-cnd conformity financial reporting requirements. 

Technical assistance for computer environment and program-related questions is available from the experienced 
people who wrote the program. 

* 
You can always call Willard De Filipp's, CPA ... LIFO expert &. developer of SUPERLIFO ...... with any questions or 
for other ideas on using SUPERLlFO'" to add more value-added servkes to your practice. 

Allows processing of invoices before year-cnd for a head-start to reduce peak time demands. 

Designed for the Microsoft Windows'" Operating System. SUPERLIFO ow utilizes Microsoft Word'" for reports -
allowing ·users to view, edit and print reports at any time. 

Allows multiple users to work on many dealerships simultaneously 

Easily corrects input errors and changes. Overlooked or duplicated invoices can be corrected - with all calculations 
and reports revised instantly. 

Integrated security controls user access to program features. Time tracking feature logs all time spent on jobs by user 
and task. 

Allows instant faxing of reports anywhere ... anytime ... using standard Windows'" Fax software. 

State-of-the-art programming, co~prehcnsive, sharp thinking and thoroughly integrated software. 

SUPERLIFO'·' L.L.c. 
WUIAN/) J. DE FJIJPPS, CPA. P.C, MANAGER 

Plume: (8-17) 577-3977 ... Fax: (8-17) 577-lfJ73 ... e-mail: t.pml'il~a Dol. COlli 
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